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CALENDAR

JULY 2019

01 - 07

08 - 15

16 - 23

24 - 30

SUBLIME MUSICAL JOURNEY
JULY 2 AND 3
VENUE: DAMANSARA PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE

VIBRA EL FOLCLOR COLOMBIANO
JULY 11
VENUE: DAMANSARA PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE

ST PETERSBURG BALLET THEATRE’S SWAN LAKE
JULY 26 TO 28
VENUE : ISTANA BUDAYA, KUALA LUMPUR

TUNES FROM THE EAST WITH KLPAC OCHESTRA
JULY 5 TO 7
VENUE: PENTAS 1, THE KUALA LUMPUR PERFORMING ARTS
CENTRE (KLPAC)

DON’T LET USMAN AWANG KNOW
JULY 11 TO 14
VENUE: PENTAS 2, THE KUALA LUMPUR PERFORMING ARTS
CENTRE (KLPAC)

THE WORKING DEAD
JULY 18 TO AUG 4
VENUE: PENTAS 2, THE KUALA LUMPUR PERFORMING
ARTS CENTRE (KLPAC)

TIN MINES ENDURANCE CHALLENGE 2019
JULY 6 AND 7
VENUE: SUNGAI LEMBING, KUANTAN, PAHANG

RAINFOREST WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL
JULY 12 TO 14
VENUE: SARAWAK CULTURAL VILLAGE

GEORGETOWN WORLD HERITAGE DAY
JULY 7
VENUE: GEORGETOWN, PENANG

GREAT EASTERN VIPER ARENA
JULY 13
VENUE: BUKIT JALIL NATIONAL STADIUM

A FANTASTIC & RHAPSODIC SOUVENIR WITH ENSEMBLE VIRAMA
JULY 7
DECISO MUSIC STUDIO

STREAMS OF LIFE
JULY 14
VENUE: CRYSTAL CROWN HOTEL, PETALING JAYA

INDICINELIVE! 6
JULY 18 TO AUG 4
VENUE: INDICINE, THE KUALA LUMPUR PERFORMING
ARTS CENTRE (KLPAC)
BAZZI LIVE IN KUALA LUMPUR 2019
JULY 18
VENUE: THE BEE, PUBLIKA
GOOD VIBES FESTIVAL 2019
JULY 20 AND 21
VENUE: THE RANCH AT GOHTONG JAYA, GENTING
HIGHLANDS
ANNE MARIE LIVE IN MALAYSIA 2019
JULY 22
VENUE: KL LIVE

MATTA FAIR JOHOR
JULY 27 TO 28
THE SUMMIT BATU PAHAT, JOHOR
LANY MALIBU NIGHTS WORLD TOUR
JULY 27
HALL 5, KUALA LUMPUR CONVENTION CENTRE
APHM INTERNATIONAL HEALTHCARE EXHIBITION
JULY 29 TO 31
KUALA LUMPUR CONVENTION CENTRE, KUALA LUMPUR
CAMERON ULTRA TRAIL
JULY 27 AND 28
VENUE: TANAH RATA, CAMERON HIGHLANDS

MUST VISIT ART GALLERY
KL LIFESTYLE ART SPACE

KL Lifestyle Art Space (KLAS) is an art gallery that boasts modern and contemporary
artworks from Malaysia and around the region. Through its gallery, KLAS intends to
inculcate awareness about Malaysian artists and their works. This establishment will
also provide the service of receiving consignments from artists or individual collectors,
thereby making their artworks available to interested parties. Today, KLAS is one of
the leading auction houses in Malaysia that sells high volumes of prized artworks
during every auction.

FOR ENQUIRIES CONTACT
INFO@MEDIATE.COM.MY T: +603 7932 0668 FREE ADMISSION
FOR MORE INFO VISIT
WWW.KL-LIFESTYLE.COM.MY 31 JALAN UTARA, 46200 PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR
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WHAT’S HAPPENING
MUST VISIT MUSEUM

SUBLIME MUSICAL
JOURNEY
July 2 and 3
Venue: Damansara
Performing Arts Centre

Perseverance is the power of beauty.
After 30 years of taking a lonely road of
music, there is now a river of time filled
with urgency—a counter-current that is
silently coming, singing a song of its own
elegant form. Now, 30 years later, Paul
Wah Chew is using the experiences of
those days to sing about life, stories that
float in the wind— and some memories,
some born out of sentimentality, some
comprising the ups and downs of life.

TUNES FROM THE
EAST WITH KLPAC
OCHESTRA

July 5 to 7
Venue: Pentas 1, The Kuala
Lumpur Performing Arts
Centre (klpac)
The klpac orchestra will be joining forces
with a few local artistes to premiere
some original Chinese compositions
written for solo Chinese traditional
instruments accompanied by classical
symphony orchestra. Featuring Ong
May Yi on Ruan, Cloud Teo on Guzheng,
Sanji Tee on Erhu and Sim Teck Sing
on Pipa, the concert is guaranteed to
provide the audience an unforgettable
experience of sensational oriental music
backed by 60-strong, full orchestra
.
Tickets: RM40 to RM60

DON’T LET USMAN
AWANG KNOW

July 11 to 14
Venue: Pentas 2, The Kuala
Lumpur Performing Arts
Centre (klpac)
From the same team that created the
#dontlethimknow short play series: Don’t
Let Shakespeare Know (2016), Don’t
Let Children Know (2017) and Don’t
Let Writer Know (2018) comes another
exciting instalment slated for July 2019.
The Actors Studio Seni Teater Rakyat and
MUKA Space present ‘Don’t Let Usman
Awang Know’ which will feature a variety
of short plays inspired and related to
the late Datuk Dr. Usman Awang in
conjunction with his 90th birthday. Wan
Osman Wan Awang, also known by
his pen name Usman Awang, was a
Malaysian poet, playwright, novelist and
Malaysian National Laureate.

SASANA KIJANG GALLERY

VIBRA EL FOLCLOR
COLOMBIANO
July 11
Venue: Damansara
Performing Arts Centre

Colombia is a country with unique
charm. There, you can find the Latin
spirit that fills the entire country, the
beautiful colonies in the corners of the
Caribbean, the magnificent Andes,
and the beautiful tropical rainforest.
In this romantic country, there is a
well-known singer, Concha Bernal.
At the opportunity of Concha’s World
Tour, the Damansara International Arts
Festival has invited Concha to perform
in Malaysia, the only music concert
with strong Colombian culture.

RAINFOREST WORLD
MUSIC FESTIVAL
July 12 to 14
Venue: Sarawak Cultural
Village

Set within a traditional cultural village
and surrounded by ancient forests and
mountains, the Rainforest World Music
Festival offers festival-goers a great vibe
and beautiful music to enjoy with family
and friends.
The festival is a much-anticipated
signature annual event held in Sarawak
for music lovers. Don’t miss the
opportunity to watch and listen live to
jammers and singers coming from all
around the world!
Tickets: RM165 to RM680

Ticket: RM60

GEORGETOWN
WORLD HERITAGE
DAY
July 7
Venue: Georgetown,
Penang

Penang is proud of its designation as
a World Heritage Site to the point that
the state has made July 7, the day
the designation was issued in 2008,
George Town World Heritage Day.
The day is designed to allow citizens
and visitors to celebrate the culture,
buildings, heritage and history of the
site. Visitors can expect art exhibitions,
live demonstrations as well as street
performances.

8 l KL LIFESTYLE

HEART AND SOUL, SID
SRIRAM LIVE IN KL
July 6
Venue: Quill City Mall
Convention Centre

You read that right! The sensational singer
returns to KL for the fourth time in his next
show called ‘Heart & Soul’.
Sid Sriram, who has garnered a sea of
fans on this side of the world, will be
performing Live In KL under Woodmark
Events.
Last year alone, Sid voiced numerous
film songs including 2.0, Vada Chennai,
Geeta Govindam, Sarkar, Visvasam and
many more, won awards and released his
album, ‘Entropy’.
Tickets: RM149 to RM699

TIN MINES
ENDURANCE
CHALLENGE 2019

July 6 and 7
Venue: Sungai Lembing,
Kuantan, Pahang

BANK NEGARA MALAYSIA MUSEUM
AND ART GALLERY
The Art Gallery provides a rotating
display of the Central Bank of Malaysia’s
art collection. Selected paintings, prints,
drawings and sculptures which chart
the nation’s milestones and highlight the
Central Bank’s support for the arts include
works by early masters such as Hossein
Enas and Yong Mun Sen, continuing up to
the present day.

GREAT EASTERN VIPER
ARENA
July 13
Venue: Bukit Jalil National
Stadium

Sungai Lembing was once hailed
as the ‘El Dorado of the East’ for its
subterranean mines. The Tin Mines
Endurance Challenge is held against
the backdrop of this historic town, with
several categories such as the 6-hour run,
12-hour run, 24-hour run and a relay.
Be prepared to overcome obstacles and
challenges to make it to the finishing line.

The Great Eastern Viper Arena Bukit
Jalil will light up the night of July 13 as
thousands of fitness enthusiasts rise up
to the challenge in tackling its 6km route
with 12 awesome unique obstacles.
Holding true to Viper Challenge’s motto
of “Leave No One Behind”, participants
are encouraged to join with family and
friends as a team, but individuals can still
participate in the fun.

Tickets: RM185 to RM880

Tickets: RM147 – RM178

THE NAUTILUS ICON
One of the most striking features in Bank
Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery
is the Nautilus Staircase that begins from the
lobby and links every floor. This structure is
the inspiration for the main graphic icon.
The icon is actively applied and prevalent
across all of Bank Negara Malaysia
Museum and Art Gallery’s communications
material.

SASANA KIJANG,
2 JALAN DATO’ ONN,
50480 KUALA LUMPUR
EMAIL: INFOMUSEUM@BNM.GOV.MY
FREE ADMISSION
OPEN DAILY FROM 10AM TO 6PM.
CONTACT: +603 9179 2784

KL LIFESTYLE l 9
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MUST VISIT
PUBLIC ART GALLERY

STREAMS OF LIFE

July 14
Venue: Crystal Crown Hotel,
Petaling Jaya
Pendulums of the Universe PLT once
again presents ‘Streams of Life’, an
interactive programme on the latest
trends of holistic living. The speakers will
conduct workshops covering techniques
in enhancing loving relationships,
therapeutic Yoga, breathwork and
meditation for wellness, healing
techniques for self, children and future,
and essential oils – a practical guide and
guided meditation practices that can be
applied daily, and more.
Ticket: RM298

INDICINELIVE! 6

July 18 to Aug 4
Venue: Indicine, The Kuala
Lumpur Performing Arts
Centre (klpac)
Indicinelive! 6 is presented by The Actors
Studio Seni Teater Rakyat, and supported
by The Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts
Centre. It is written by Veshalini Naidu,
Freddy Tan, Terence Toh, UiHua C,
Kevin Eng and Tung Jit Yang and the
cast comprises Anjali Nijjar Venugopal,
Anrie Too, Belinda Hon, Dexter Lim,
Dinesh Kumar, Grace Ng, Jad Hidhir,
Jeremy Ooi, Nabil Musawir, Sasidaran
Subramaniam and Tiara Anchant.

BAZZI LIVE IN KUALA
LUMPUR 2019

GOOD VIBES FESTIVAL
2019
July 20 and 21
Venue: The Ranch at
Gohtong Jaya, Genting
Highlands

Good Vibes Festival is Malaysia’s eclectic
and diverse music festival, bringing the
biggest names from the worlds of indie,
pop, hip hop and electronic music to the
highlands.
Taking over The Ranch on a July weekend,
festival-goers will also be able to enjoy
Good Vibe’s variety of other happenings,
from artistic installations and its giant
playground, to market stalls and some
incredible local cuisine.

PENANG
INTERNATIONAL
DRAGON BOAT
FESTIVAL

July 1 to 31
Venue : Teluk Bahang Dam
The Penang International Dragon Boat
Festival Committee in conjunction with
the Penang International Dragon Boat
Festival has invited crews from around
the world to participate in this dragon
boat race.
Tel: +6004 650 5133

ST PETERSBURG
BALLET THEATRE’S
SWAN LAKE

July 26 to 28
Venue : Istana Budaya,
Kuala Lumpur
Following sold-out seasons in London,
Paris, Sydney and Singapore, the
globally renowned St Petersburg Ballet
Theatre will make its debut in Malaysia
with a production of Swan Lake.

ILHAM GALLERY KUALA LUMPUR

ILHAM is a public art gallery committed
to
supporting
the
development,
understanding and enjoyment of
Malaysian modern and contemporary
art within a regional and global context.

Tickets : RM95 (Bronze), RM155 (Silver),
RM245 (Gold), RM345 (Platinum) and
RM455 (Diamond).
www.shirazprojects.com

Tickets: RM360 to RM600

July 18
Venue: The Bee, Publika

THE WORKING DEAD

July 18 to Aug 4
Venue: Pentas 2, The Kuala
Lumpur Performing Arts
Centre (klpac)
Edwin is a hardworking salaryman who
works hard to support his beloved wife,
Sarah. When he tragically dies on the
job one day, his greedy boss Chan hires
a bomoh to bring him back to work as a
‘corporate zombie’. It’s up to Sarah and
Edwin’s colleagues to save Edwin and
stop Chan’s dark plans to get rich off him.
Ticket: RM88

10 l KL LIFESTYLE

Catch Bazzi LIVE in KL as he takes the
stage at The Bee’s brand new space this
coming July 18 for the first time ever
in Malaysia!Eclectic is a great way to
describe Bazzi, a 21-year-old, rising
urban-pop artist from Michigan, now
based in California. Andrew Bazzi
is young, and full of confidence and
swagger. His breakout moment come
by way of single, “Mine”, among the
best moments from his intriguing debut
album, COSMIC. On the heels of his
2019 Billboard Music Award nomination
for “Top New Artist”, the Lebanese/
American R&B/Pop phenomenon Bazzi
has released the official follow-up to his
back-to-back top 10 singles, “Mine” and
“Beautiful”. Marking the rapidly rising
star’s first new solo music in a year,
“Paradise” and “Caught in the Fire” are
set to impact charts around the globe.
Tickets: RM138 to RM288

ANNE-MARIE LIVE IN
MALAYSIA 2019
July 22
Venue: KL Live

The ‘Rockabye’ singer, Anne-Marie is
making her way to Malaysia! Presented
by Lazada Malaysia, this will be the
28-year-old British artiste’s first ever
concert in Malaysia. So get ready to rock
(abye) to this talented singer.
Tickets: RM138 to RM238

TAKSU - SPIRIT
OF GAMELAN
(GAMELAN THEATRE)
July 13 - 14
Venue : Istana Budaya,
Kuala Lumpur

A musical adaptation of literary works
reflecting the spirit of Gamelan, a
traditional Malay ensemble music.
Be there to experience the amazing
performance as the Gamelan evokes
stories and drama through its music.

LANY MALIBU NIGHTS
WORLD TOUR
July 27
Venue: Hall 5, Kuala
Lumpur Convention Centre

LANY is a Los Angeles-based trio
comprising Paul Klein (piano, guitar),
Les Priest (keyboards, guitar) and Jake
Goss (drums.) The band was formed in
Nashville in 2014 and after relocating
to LA shortly thereafter, they released
their first set of songs by the end of that
year. LANY has since built an incredible
following touring across the world and
have played over 350 live shows.
Tickets: RM258 to RM298

LEVELS 3 & 5, ILHAM TOWER, NO 8,
JALAN BINJAI,
50450 KUALA LUMPUR
EMAIL: INFO@ILHAMGALLERY.COM
FREE ADMISSION
OPENING HOURS
TUESDAY – SATURDAY (11AM – 7PM)
SUNDAYS (11AM – 5PM)
CLOSED ON MONDAYS AND
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS

KL LIFESTYLE l 11

MUST-WATCH MOVIES of the month
SPIDERMAN:
FAR FROM HOME
JULY 4

Shortly after the events of Avengers:
Endgame, Peter Parker, who is
mourning the death of his mentor
Tony Stark, goes on a school trip to
Europe with his classmates. While
abroad, he is recruited by Nick
Fury to team up with Quentin Beck,
also known as Mysterio, a master
of trickery and illusion to battle the
Elementals.
Genre: Action / Adventure /
Comedy
Cast: Tom Holland, Michael Keaton,
Jon Favreau, Zendaya, Marisa
Tomei, Jake Gyllenhaal, Cobie
Smulders, Samuel L. Jackson.

THE LION KING
JULY 18

A live-action musical drama
adaptation of Disney’s 1994 classic
animated film by the same name.
Simba idolises his father, King
Mufasa, and takes to heart his own
royal destiny on the plains of Africa.
But not everyone in the kingdom
celebrates the new cub’s arrival.
Scar, Mufasa’s brother and former
heir to the throne, has plans of his
own. The battle for Pride Rock is
soon ravaged with betrayal, tragedy
and drama, ultimately resulting in
Simba’s exile. Now, with help from
a curious pair of newfound friends,
Simba must figure out how to grow
up and take back what is rightfully
his.
Genre: Adventure / Animation
Cast: Donald Glover, Beyonce
Knowles, James Earl Jones, Chiwetel
Ejiofor, Alfre Woodard, John Oliver,
John Kani, Seth Rogen, Billy Eichner.

12 l KL LIFESTYLE
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SHWETA SEKHON
Malaysia’s Sweetheart

Like many little girls, Shweta Sekhon used to watch beauty pageants
and had since harboured a dream that someday, she wants to
be a beauty queen. Almost a decade later, just like a fairytale,
her dream came true when she was anointed as Miss Universe
Malaysia 2019. She is Malaysia’s newest women empowerment
ambassador and intends to champion positive body image and
self-confidence.

14 l KL LIFESTYLE

WORDS BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN
PHOTOGRAPHER : SELVA @ BRAVOGRAPHY
VIDEOGRAPHER: SAM GOH @ SAMGUW
HAIRSTYLIST: DEREK TAN @ ANAGEN
MAKE-UP: HARSHINI @ HADHI.CO
VENUE: THE ROYAL SELANGOR POLO CLUB
WARDROBE: WYNKA
Sequinned top, jumpsuit and belt, all by Wynka
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hweta Sekhon is the girl next door who together
with her sister Sabrina, was raised by a single
mum, a former Malaysia Airlines stewardess.
Fun fact, she was named after Bollywood legend,
Amitabh Bachan’s daughter, Shweta Nanda. This beauty
completed her Form Six at SMK Cochrane before taking
a break to focus on pageantry. Her journey in beauty
pageants began when she was scouted online for the
Miss Malaysia World 2016 pageant which led her to
being chosen as one of the top 18 candidates. With lady
luck on her shoulder, Shweta was placed as the second
runner-up and subsequently the winner. Shweta is the first
in the history of beauty pageants in Malaysia to receive
an unprecedented double promotion. Three years later,
the leggy lass decided to audition for the Miss Universe
Malaysia pageant and landed herself in the top 18.
Next, as you know, is history. Shweta will be doing her
country proud at the Miss Universe 2019 pageant.

something I have been brought up with. It helps that everyone
around me is also keen on helping me, randomly questioning
me on current issues and etc to prepare for the question round.
A new adventure awaits and I find myself evolving as a person
throughout the process.

CONGRATULATIONS ON BAGGING THE MISS UNIVERSE MALAYSIA
TITLE! TELL US ABOUT THE JOURNEY.
The journey has only just started for me. In the beginning there was
a lot of celebrations, of course – everyone was ecstatic to learn that
I won the title. Now, it’s all about preparing for the Miss Universe
2019 pageant. I have started my catwalk training and advocacy
planning. It entails the glam and glitz and work.

WHAT IS THE HARD TRUTH BEHIND BEAUTY PAGEANTS?
We do sleep. Often times, people have the wrong idea that we
barely sleep but in fact, we do. We sit in makeup chairs for long
periods that sometimes take up to eight hours. But no complaints
from me because it’s nice to have someone pamper your face.

YOUR MOTHER IS A FORMER MALAYSIA AIRLINES STEWARDESS.
DID SHE PLAY A PART IN YOU BECOMING A BEAUTY CONTESTANT?
She played a huge role. Being a stewardess entails discipline,
grooming and the works and beauty pageants have that in
similarities, so she has imparted to me her wisdom. She advises me
all the time. She is my backbone and pillar of strength. In fact, it
was my mum who suggested that I participate in the Miss Universe
Malaysia pageant, having reassured me that I have a gift of the
gab.
HOW HAS YOUR LIFE CHANGED SINCE BEING CROWNED MISS
UNIVERSE MALAYSIA 2019?
Well, it is significantly different now. I wake up to lots of nice
messages every morning. It’s really nice that my friends look up to
me; I was just their ordinary and now they look up to me as their
role model. They also ask me for beauty and skincare tips. It has
been amazing. I find it surreal when I walk about in town and have
people coming up to me and asking if I’m Miss Universe Malaysia.
It’s honestly a wonderful feeling.
HOW ARE YOU PREPARING FOR THE MISS UNIVERSE 2019
PAGEANT?
I’m working together with a brilliant team to prepare for the
upcoming pageant. There’s a common misconception that beauty
pageants are merely about beauty, walking on the runway, and
the outfits. In reality, there’s a lot of hard work and learning that go
into the preparations for a pageant. For instance, I read a lot – it’s

16 l KL LIFESTYLE

ANY HINTS ON WHAT WILL YOU BE WEARING FOR THE MISS
UNIVERSE NATIONAL COSTUME?
We’re still in the discussing stage. Everyone, including myself is
eager to know about the national costume because it’s something
I will be remembered for. There are various out-of-the box ideas
being thrown in for consideration so we’re still brainstorming the
look and the designer we will be working with. We will keep you
guys posted!
WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON THE RELEVANCE OF BEAUTY
PAGEANTS IN THIS DAY AND AGE?
I love the whole concept of beauty pageants. I need to take my
hat off to the brilliant person who pioneered this major event.
Beauty pageant in my opinion, is a platform that transforms a girl
into a woman. Moreover, it builds one’s confidence and provides
a medium for people to discover themselves and their potential. I
believe that if there weren’t beauty pageants, people wouldn’t be
seeing themselves in a new light.

HOW OFTEN DO YOU GO FOR A FACIAL OR PAMPER YOURSELF?
I get a facial done every Sunday because Sunday is our family
day, so I do it together with my mother and sister. Part of the
job requires me to have makeup on my face most of the time so
my mum stresses the importance of allowing my skin to breathe
at least once a week. While I do have sponsors such as La
Jung where I can get my facials done, I prefer sticking to home
remedies such as honey mask. It gives me satisfaction and makes
me feel productive when I make my own masks.
IS THERE A NON-PROFIT ORGANISATION THAT YOU ARE KEEN
TO SUPPORT OR A SOCIAL CAUSE YOU WANT TO CHAMPION?
As mentioned previously, I’m currently working on my advocacy
so I’m still in the process of it. I have been speaking about
confidence and I’m very passionate about championing body
positivity so it would be a dream to be an advocate of this cause.
I feel that everyone is facing a body image issue, especially in
this day and age. My friends face it and I, myself used to suffer
from it. Based on personal experience, it’s not easy to get out of
that mental state. I want to be the hand or light that pulls people
out of suffering from lack of confidence or body image.
WHAT IS YOUR MESSAGE TO THOSE WHO SUFFER FROM LACK
OF CONFIDENCE OR BODY IMAGE ISSUES?
Love yourself. I believe that the root of this problem is not loving
yourself enough. When you love yourself for who you are and
comfortable in your skin, you will feel empowered. So, go ahead
and learn to love yourself!

Ruffled halter dress by Wynka
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THE ROYAL SELANGOR POLO CLUB
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

ABOUT THE CLUB
Nestled in a 10.68-hectare nook just a few kilometres from the iconic
Petronas Twin Towers at the Kuala Lumpur City Centre, The Royal
Selangor Polo Club is one of the few polo clubs in the world that
exist in a truly downtown location. The grand old lady of Malaysian
polo has a tradition of the sport that goes back over a hundred
years, having been founded in 1902.
Polo is naturally the central focus here. The club has 60 active
polo players and the 283 stables are filled with horses owned by
members, with 15 horses and ponies saved for the club’s riding
school. This prestigious club is a member of the Royal Malaysian
Polo Association and is affiliated to the Hurlingham Polo Association
and the Federation of International Polo.
The ‘Game of Kings’ attracts royalty, politicians, corporate leaders
and diplomats alike and The Royal Selangor Polo Club is no
exception. At present, the club has 21 honorary members, 92
ordinary members, 139 subscribing members and 41 annual
members.
HISTORY OF THE CLUB
The Royal Selangor Polo Club was founded in 1902, at Port
Swettenham (now Port Klang). It then moved to the British Military
Administration’s property in Gurney Drive, Kuala Lumpur.
Subsequently, the Club relocated to the Selangor Turf Club in
Ampang Road (site of the KLCC Petronas Twin Towers) where polo
was played for many years in the centre of the racecourse.
In the 1960’s, Malaysia’s first Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman,
granted the Selangor Polo Club a lease of 26 acres of state land
amidst old, disused tin-mining pools in the area known as Ampang
Hilir. The commemorative tree planted by Tunku Abdul Rahman in
1963 still stands magnificently in the club’s grounds.
The clubhouse we know today was built in 1965, paid for by
donations from members of the club. In keeping with the growing
interest in equestrian and amateur racing, the club changed its name
to Selangor Polo and Riding Club.

Dress by Wynka

THE BEAUTY INDUSTRY IS EVOLVING. DO YOU THINK
PAGEANTS WILL SOON ACCEPT PEOPLE WHO DON’T FIT IN THE
COMMERCIAL BEAUTY STANDARDS?
I feel positively that the organisation will soon be more accepting
of people from all walks of life, be it LGBTQ, plus sizes and more.
The day in which this change happens would make history.
YOU SPEAK ELOQUENTLY. HOW DID YOU DEVELOP THE
CONFIDENCE FOR PUBLIC SPEAKING?
Thank you. The credit goes to a teacher of mine when I was
studying in SMK Cochrane. It was during my Form 6 when she
saw the potential in me for public speaking. She believed that I
have a talent in conveying a message and being heard. So, she
urged me to participate in competitions and here I am today.
IF YOU HADN’T JOINED PAGEANTS, HOW DO YOU THINK YOU
WOULD EXPAND YOUR MODELLING CAREER?
I guess by joining an agency. That’s basically the first thing to
do, to attach yourself to an agency which will then do its part
in promoting your career. Furthermore, modelling comes with
meeting people and networking so I believe it would evolve from
there.
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WHAT WOULD YOU BE DOING IF YOU HADN’T JOINED PAGEANTS?
I think I would be sitting behind the computer because I love IT
and I’m a nerd at heart. I’ll also be into my books because I have
been brought up reading. I would have pursued a degree in IT or
engineering.
COULD YOU SHARE WITH US WHAT THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF A
MISS UNIVERSE MALAYSIA ENTAIL?
It’s a huge responsibility. It goes beyond the red carpet and
beauty. It’s honestly about the whole package. People look up to
me and regard me as their role model so that on its own is a huge
responsibility. There are work responsibilities that I have to adhere
to which involve attending events, photo shoots and of course, my
advocacy. Besides that, I take care of my well-being such a eating
right, doing my Yoga and HIIT training.
WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO FOR FUN WHEN YOU’RE NOT DOING
YOUR PAGEANT RESPONSIBILITIES?
A day at a café or of karaoke with my group of friends is immensely
fun for me. I could spend the whole day with them.

HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH NEGATIVITY?
I just leave it be. I don’t let it affect me. That said, if I’m
receiving a huge wave of criticism, I also check on myself and
determine why am I receiving criticisms.
IN YOUR OPINION, HOW DO BEAUTY PAGEANTS EMPOWER
WOMEN?
I think it is a platform that allows women to embrace
their beauty, confidence and allows them to shine. It also
showcases how dreams do come true if you truly believe it
and work hard. We queens, are role models to many and
become inspiration to those who would like to tread the same
path.

In 2003, the blub’s patron, HRH Sultan Sharaffudin Idris Shah of
Selangor, granted the club its Royal Warrant and was henceforth,
officially known as The Royal Selangor Polo Club. The club and
stables were upgraded in 2006 and the refurbished clubhouse was
launched by the then Mayor of Kuala Lumpur, Datuk Seri Zulhasnan
Rafique.
In 2011, the club was the host for the finals of the FIP World Cup
Australasia-Africa-Asia. In addition, the club regularly hosts Royal
Malaysian Polo Association tournaments in the RMPA International
League, National Championships, Merdeka League and Malaysian
Ladies Polo Championship. Besides the polo section, the club also
has an active riding section, where members and their children
can learn to ride and participate in equestrian sport and pony club
activities.

IS THERE A PAST MALAYSIAN BEAUTY PAGEANT PERSONALITY
THAT YOU LOOK UP TO?
My all-time favourite has to be Deborah Henry. I love the way
she is, how she speaks, and the confidence she carries. She
also spreads a lot positivity and is active in her charity work.
I love her!
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DENNIS LAU
A Multifaceted Virtuoso
ON A BEAUTIFUL MORNING AT THE CENTRE OF KUALA LUMPUR CITY, MR CHEW’S CHINO LATINO
BAR WAS THE DESIRED LOCATION FOR A PHOTO SHOOT AND INTERVIEW WITH DENNIS LAU, A
PICTURESQUE VENUE BEFITTING HIS ENIGMATIC AND FUN PERSONALITY. AT EXACTLY 12PM, HE
ARRIVED WITH HIS HAIR SLEEKED BACK, AN ENCASED VIOLIN IN HAND AND OOZING CONFIDENCE
AS HE SHOOK THE TEAM’S HAND. WITH GUSTO AND A SMILE, THE PHOTO SHOOT BEGAN.

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

D

ennis Lau’s introduction to the music
industry began at the tender age of
three, when his mother Chua Chai
Eng introduced him to the piano. At 7 years
old, he took up violin under the tutelage
of world-class violin instructors Nora Kim
and the late Andrew Chye — which led to
his attainment of the ATCL Diploma at the
age of 15. This child prodigy always found
himself gravitating towards music and in
fact, has been excelling in it throughout his
life.

Michael Jackson, ‘Gravity’ by John Mayer
and ‘One Last Cry’ by Brian McKnight.
Lau went on to elaborate that he likes
musicians who need not use too many
props to showcase their talents as he
believes in simplicity. He continued, “Take
Michael Jackson, for instance, merely
decked in black and white oxfords and
paired with his raw talent, he was able
to pull off something amazing. The same
applies to Leehom and John Mayer,” he
said.

The virtuoso, who holds many accolades
under his belt, often credits his success
to his mother — whom he regards as the
driving force behind his achievements
and the inception of it all. After finishing
high school, Chua guided her son to start
teaching violin which led him to venture into
doing small performances including playing
the piano at hotel lounges and at weddings.
With the realisation that he couldn’t be
doing this forever, Lau started writing his
own songs that paved the way for the
instrumentalist to compose and collaborate
with other musicians.

Weaned by the eminent Wang Leehom
who owns a custom-made dragon guitar
named Bahamut, Lau was encouraged
to create his own work of art. It took the
musical maestro six years to convince
Alistair Hay, an Irish guitar maker
extraordinaire to craft a violin in the
shape of a phoenix. “I love how Alistair
materialised a vision into a work of art.
While a phoenix symbolises the rise from
the ashes, to me, it’s a symbol of my
achievements for the past 13 years in the
industry,” he explained.

Lau’s evolution as an artiste has been
greatly influenced by a myriad of musical
genres from various eras and his greatest
source of inspiration to date includes
Michael Jackson, Stevie Wonder, Ryan
Leslie, Wang Leehom, Brian McKnight, and
John Mayer. Asked about the three music
pieces he can’t live without, Lau without
falter answered, ‘Man in the Mirror’ by
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The artiste dabbles in contemporary and
jazz rhythms, and has made a name
for himself in the local music industry as
well as the international arena. Lau has
shared a stage with Malaysia’s famed
personalities that include Ning Baizura,
Lewis Pragasam, James Boyle, Syafinaz
Selamat, Jimmy Sax, Noryn Aziz, Atilia
Haron, Janet Lee, Soo Wincci, Amber
Chia, Winnie Loo and more. Meanwhile,

his international collaborations have been
with Wang Leehom’s bassist Jingles and
guitarist Jamie Wilson, South Korean singer
Lee An, Singaporean singer-songwriter
Tay Kewei, Singaporean record producer
and songwriter Tat Tong, producer and
singer-songwriter Hanjin Tan and Taiwanese
singer David Tao.
Besides his impressive musical flair, Lau’s
on-stage persona and showmanship has
made him a sought-after musician and
producer, as well as a globe trotter to
demonstrate his craft to some of the most
prominent individuals in the world. These
include Stella McCartney and the Princess
of Monaco during the Islamic Fashion
Week in 2010, and Prince William and
Kate Middleton during their royal visit
to Istana Negara in 2012. Lau is also a
familiar name among Malaysian royalty
and influential figures in the country as he
had on numerous occasions, performed
for Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad, the late
Yang di-Pertuan Agong Sultan Abdul Halim
Mu’adzam Shah, and Sultan Azlan Shah.
Despite the impressive achievements
throughout his career, when asked about
his proudest moment, it didn’t take him long
to revert -- his concerts. “Concerts are not
easy to pull off, they make proud moments
for me. I still aspire one day to go on
tour.” Thus, is the story of the child prodigy
who had a clear map of his life, revolving
around music.

PHOTOGRAPHER : BARATHAN AMUTHAN @BARATHANH
VIDEOGRAPHER: SAM GOH @ SAMGUW
HAIRSTYLIST & MAKE-UP: DEREK TAN @ ANAGEN
VENUE: MR CHEW’S CHINO LATINO BAR & RESTAURANT
WARDROBE: BON ZAINAL
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5. ARABYRD

Malaysian Musicians You Should Know About

Arafah Edruce, also known as her
persona, Arabyrd, is a Malaysian
electronic, hip hop and R&B artiste.
This talented lass is known to evolve
together with her musical style.
Besides that, this Sarawak-born talent
is a sought-after DJ, turning up the
heat at the venues she performs.
Arabyrd’s impressive accolades
include performing with Diplo, opening
for Beastie Boys at Good Vibrations
Singapore as well as Wu Tang Clan at
the Future Music Festival Asia. While
she does solo gigs, she often makes
part of a duo performance, Twinkies,
along with DJ Nadia. These girls have
gone to play in cities such as Kuala
Lumpur, Hong Kong, and Sydney.

TRANSLATING THEIR SOUL
THROUGH MUSIC
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

THE MUSIC INDUSTRY HAS GROWN BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS
THROUGHOUT THE YEARS. IT HAS ALSO SEEN A SURGE
OF YOUNG, LOCAL TALENTS WITH AN INNATE FLAIR AND
PASSION FOR MUSIC. HERE ARE SIX TALENTED MALAYSIAN
MUSICIANS THAT NEED TO BE ON YOUR RADAR.

3. FROYA

2. RYÖT JONES

1. SONAONE
You have probably heard of SonaOne,
a fresh and not to mention handsome
face of Malaysian hip hop. SonaOne
was born in Kuantan, Pahang on
November 30, 1988 to a Frenchman,
Michel Lozach and a Malaysian dance
choreographer, Noorzulaily Yunos.
Mentored by renowned, award-winning
rapper, Joe Flizzow, he made his way
into the professional league. His fame
skyrocketed through songs, “I Don’t Care”
with Mal Karmal, his own “No More” and
with rapper Joe Flizzow’s “Havoc” and
“Hello”. Subsequently, in 2014, he won an
award at the 29th Anugerah Juara Lagu
while his song “No More” was awarded
the best song at the 21st Anugerah Industri
Muzik. It made him a composer who
won two major awards in the same year,
with the other being Adnan Abu Hassan.
SonaOne’s songs are relatable, portraying
his experiences through life and showing
potential of taking hip hop to the next
level. His latest song entitled ‘Look Around’
with Alif is sure to get you bobbing your
head.
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Ryot Jones comprises of a big band with big talent and big
sound. Led by Kyren Thomas, their sound embodies a funk
and jazz spirit, a beautiful addition to the music industry. Their
highly energetic shows keep people on their feet, evoking great
vibes. The chemistry between the bandmates is evident and this
translates into their highly energetic performances. Besides that,
Ryot Jones sheds a new light on jazz, making it accessible to
anyone and everyone. They are returning to perform at the Good
Vibes Festival 2019, so relish in the energy and experience their
music first-hand.

Some people are just born to be musicians; Michelle Lee or Froya is evident
of this. She had known from a very young age that music was something
she wanted to pursue, and so she did. Froya attained her degree in music
composition and went on to work full time as a music composer for TV
commercials. Her music is influenced by the sounds of Iceland, with some of
her inspirations being Emiliana Torrini and Imogen Heap. It’s not everyday
you hear someone’s musical role model to be of Nordic descent. The
composer’s latest songs, entitled ‘Work It Out’ and ‘Halloumi Honey’ are
unique, funky and soothing. It won’t be hard to fall in love with her songs.

4. TALITHA TAN
Talitha Tan is an all-rounder. She
is a fitness enthusiast and one
of the foremost female parkour
practitioners in the country. You can
witness her prowess in advertising
campaigns for UNIQLO, Lee Jeans
Malaysia along with a parkour
video collaboration with FlipOut
Asia. That said, her soul lies in
music. She is a singer/songwriter
known for her melodic voice that can
stop anyone in motion and enthrall
them. Talitha has had her voice
heard at numerous festivals and
occasions within and outside Kuala
Lumpur. She has collaborated with
the crème de la crème of the music
industry including Ali Aiman, Darren
Ashley and SonaOne to name a
few. Just like Taylor Swift, Talitha
composes songs that touch the heart,
all based on personal experiences
and relayed through her guitar.

6. ZAMAERA
Make way for Zamaera, Malaysia’s rising
female hip hop star. Have you heard her
rapping Malay songs? She can certainly
give the guys a run for their money. She
is known for her hit song ‘Wanita’ which
stresses women empowerment and ‘Helly
Kelly’ which put her under the spotlight.
In March 2019, Zamaera launched her
first EP which she described as a mix of
the fluid rap genre and revered orchestra.
This young star developed a flair for
writing from a young age, starting with
composing poems and short stories. Her
aptitude for writing and love for rap and
hip hop has catapulted her in the music
industry. Watch out for this stylish rapper
because we have a feeling, she’ll be
making a bigger name for herself.
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DECADES PLAYLIST

2010 to Present

A music time machine through the decades
50’s

Rock and roll dominated popular music
in this era, evolving in the United
States in the early 1950’s before
spreading to the rest of the world.
Legends of this era included Elvis
Presley (a.k.a. king of rock and roll)
and Chuck Berry.
•

Elvis Presley – “Jailhouse Rock”

•

Chuck Berry – “Johnny B. Goode”

•

Little Richard – “Good Golly Miss
Molly"

”Elvis Presley doing the Jailhouse Rock
The single “Jailhouse Rock” was a US
number one hit for seven weeks, and
was the first record to enter the UK
charts at number one.

BY SARA YEOH

80’s

Bruce Springsteen, Cyndi
Lauper, Madonna

60’s

People in the 1980’s danced
away to pop songs from
Madonna, Cyndi Lauper
and Michael Jackson. Stars
like Lionel Richie and Stevie
Wonder also had a number
of mainstream hits under their
belt.

The hippie 60’s saw a surge of
psychedelic rock, folk music, as
well as a British invasion, notably
The Beatles.
•

The Beatles – “I Want to Hold
Your Hand”

•

Simon and Garfunkel – “The
Sound of Silence”

•

The Jackson 5 was quite
a sensation in the 1970’s,
performing from a repertoire
of R&B, pop and disco.

13th Floor Elevators – “You’re
Gonna Miss Me”

•

Madonna – “Like A Virgin”

•

Michael Jackson
– “Thriller”

•

Lionel Richie – “Hello”

70’s

The 70’s were almost synonymous
with disco music, where people of
the decade danced away to the Bee
Gees, Donna Summer and the likes.
It was also an era where African
Americans ruled the music scene with
genres like soul, R&B and funk.

“Johnny B. Goode” single by Chuck
Berry (1958) Chuck Berry was known
as the pioneer of rock and roll, and one
of the first African-American musicians
to appeal to both black and white
audiences.
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“The Psychedelic Sounds of the 13th
Floor Elevators” Album by the 13th
Floor Elevators (1966) Psychedelic
rock emerged from psychedelic
culture, with intention to mimic
the mind-altering experiences of
hallucinogenic drugs.

•

Donna Summer – “Hot Stuff”

•

Gloria Gaynor – “I Will Survive”

•

The Jackson 5 – “ABC”

The “Thriller” Album by Michael
Jackson (1982) became the world’s
best-selling album within a year,
having sold an estimate of 66 million
copies.

90’s

The 90’s were a decade of
remarkable rap music, and the rise
of hip-hop culture. Dr. Dre, Snoop
Dogg and the Notorious B.I.G. ruled
the hip-hop scene with gangsta rap.
Grunge rock was also massively
popular in the 90’s, thanks to the
appeal of Nirvana.
•

Dr. Dre – “Nuthin’ But A G
Thang”

•

Snoop Dogg – “Gin And Juice”

•

Nirvana – “Smells Like Teen
Spirit”

The “Nevermind” Album
by Nirvana (1991) was an
unexpected breakout success,
even replacing Michael
Jackson’s “Dangerous”
at number one on the US
Billboard charts, due to the
popularity of its lead single
“Smells Like Teen Spirit”.
By the mid-1990’s, hip hop
had become the best-selling
music genre.

The world rode on a Korean wave this
decade, as K-pop began to increase its
popularity beyond Asia, along with the
viral success of Psy’s “Gangnam Style”.
Pop music also maintained its popularity,
with artistes like Lady Gaga, Justin Bieber
and Ariana Grande topping the charts.
•

Blackpink – “Kill This Love”

•

Justin Bieber – “Sorry”

•

Ariana Grande – “Thank U, Next”

00’s

For millennials, nothing hits
nostalgia like a playlist from
the noughties. Teen pop
acts like Backstreet Boys,
Britney Spears and Christina
Aguilera dominated the charts.
Contemporary R&B was also
massively popular, with artistes
like Beyoncé and Rihanna still
popular till this day.
•

Britney Spears – “Toxic”

•

Beyoncé – “Irreplaceable”

•

Rihanna – “Umbrella
(ft. Jay-Z)”
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Mangiiare

Serving Passion on a Plate
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

T

he words delectable, divine and delightful don’t begin to
define the experience of dining at Mangiiare. Mangiiare,
defined as eating or to consume in Italian, embodies its
epithet by doling out Italian classics and a medley of local
twists by chef Nizam, also known as Gonzalez, who is armed
with over 20 years of culinary experience. Located in the quiet
neighbourhood of Lorong Kurau, Mangiiare’s recent entrance into
the scene promises good
Italian fare amid a cosy
atmosphere.

LINGUINE A LA SEAFOOD CARTOCCIO
Then came the seafood linguine cooked a la cartoccio (wrapped in
aluminum foil). The linguine pasta was tossed in tomato concasse with
a mélange of fresh, sauteed black mussels, tiger prawns, squid, clams,
garlic, bird’s eye chilli and basil. This method of preparation entraps the
juicy and decadent flavours from the seafood and pasta. Here’s a tip; dip
the garlic bread served in the sauce for a delicious experience.
Funghi
The review reached
its crescendo with the
presentation of funghi,
a homemade pizza
slathered with tomato
sauce, mozzarella
cheese, assorted
mushrooms, parsley,
green chilli, onions, olive
oil and oregano. The
medley of ingredients
contributed to a
distinctive, memorable
flavour.

BEAUTIFUL BEGINNINGS
Eggplant Parmigiana
It is not an Italian cuisine
without an eggplant
parmigiana as the starter.
Using an Italian eggplant,
chef Nizam showcases
his wizardry, layering
slices of the eggplant with
mozzarella, parmesan,
basil and tomato sauce.
The dish is playful on the
palate and leaves the taste
buds in anticipation of
what’s to come.

Sweet Endings
The arrival of the black
and white chocolate lava
cake and homemade
cannoli, marked the
end of a glorious meal.
The homemade cannoli
brought us on a trip to
Italy with its sweet ricotta
and mixed chocolate
chips. The lava cake,
on the other hand, was
perfectly potent with
molten dark and white
chocolate-filled sponge
cake, complemented by
the addition of chocolate
sauce and vanilla ice
cream.

Trio of Mushrooms Soup
The trio of mushroom
soup, comprising chunky
portobello, shiitake and
button mushrooms infused
with truffle oil makes
mushroom soup seem like a
religious experience where
every rich, sinful spoon is
worth all the calories.
MAJESTIC MAINS
Lemongrass-Infused Lamb
Lasagna
The lamb lasagna is
considered as one of
Mangiiare’s signature
dishes and with good
reason. The painstaking
layering of pasta sheets
with lemongrass-infused lamb, bechamel and cheese results in a
sensual experience, with a balanced taste profile.

Quote KL Lifestyle and
get 10% off your bill.
T&C: valid till end July,
not applicable to ongoing
promotions.
21, Lorong Kurau, Bangsar, 59100 Kuala Lumpur

03-2856 0427

Peko Peko

Tanuki by Crustz

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

It is no secret that we have a love affair with food. The satisfaction
and happiness from having a great meal elevates our moods and
makes our day. The fare at Peko Peko evokes similar feelings. Defined
as famished in Japanese, Peko Peko nestles under the growing food
hub that is the Greens Terrace and identifies itself as a sake bar with
more than 80 selections of premium sake. It also purveys a plethora
of utterly scrumptious Japanese fare.

We love discovering hidden gems. On a Friday afternoon, our
adventure led us to Tanuki by Crustz, a dessert bar tucked away in the
neighbourhood of Taman Bukit Indah. Tanuki by Crustz is the sister
patisserie of the famed Xiao by Crustz. It embodies similar French
influence as its sister, yet differs in offerings. You would find petite,
individual-sized ice cream cakes.

From the tempura genre, the soft-shell crab with onsen egg emerged.
A delectable play of crunch layered by the savouriness emitted by
the tamago built an appetite to proceedings. Then, we moved on to
sushi. Here, we discovered the round sushi, a work of art that’s too
beautiful to eat, featuring fresh shrimp, tuna, salmon, surf clam and
yellowtail. Still reeling from the flavours of the temari, the volcano
maki arrived boasting vibrant colours from the ebiko, rolled with
crab meat and topped with flying fish. Concluding was the unagi
cheese, a grilled eel roll blanketed by cheese. This is a scrumptious
dish which inspires one to abandon caution.
The Onaka Moriawase, a sashimi sharing set saw a vivacious
variety of seafood including tuna, salmon, yellowtail, surf clam and
octopus. You know quality is assured when the seafood is delivered
fresh every two days. Peko Peko lives up to its sake bar title by
offering yakimono as an accompaniment to its tipples. Again, variety
seems to be the common theme here, offering customers choices
from seafood to chicken innards. The lamb rack was our favourite
yakimono, grilled to tender perfection. As we bit into it, our palates
were filled with juices from the lamb with a hint of smokiness, just
the way we like it. Pair this deliciousness with some Tsurumme yuzu
sake for a refreshing end to the meal.
Japanese, pork-free
Greens Terrace, 1-2, Jalan Wan Kadir 3,
Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur.
+6013-627 8895

Owned by two sisters who are fans of Japanese culture, this dessert
bar reflects a Japanese concept with a Japanese racoon, sliding door,
wood accents in the furniture, and dim lights for a cosy, indulging
ambience.
It doesn’t take an expert to discern that the creations at this patisserie
is a labour of love. The petite sizing of each dessert is intentional,
layered with different textures and flavours to create a heightened
dining experience as well as an intimate conversation with the
pâtissier.
Pappilon
Defined as butterfly in French, it arrived as beautiful as one. This little
beauty is the cake that won the World Pastry Cup 2019 and it reveals
a medley of yoghurt ice cream, raspberry, pistachio and lychee rose.
The occasional crunchiness is owed to the streusel base.
Ramen
This inventive creation, dubbed as ramen due to its aesthetics—fried
egg atop and chopsticks, is another product from the winning chefs
of the World Pastry Cup 2019. As you cut through the centre of this
dessert, it reveals layers comprising sesame ice cream, cognac (yes,
you read right), raspberry and orange coolie. Such beautiful flavours
were at play, that we didn’t want it to end.
Mango Cheesecake
Simple, sinful and sweet are the words we use to describe the mango
cheesecake. It’s refreshing and zesty qualities can be owed to the
inclusion of passionfruit, mango sorbet and mango cream. One
experiences the pâtissier’s prowess in creating a balance of piquancy.
26, Jalan Selera 1, Taman Bukit Indah, 58200 Kuala Lumpur.
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Bean Brothers
For Comfort Food and a Good Cuppa
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

T

he success of Bean Brothers’
flagship café in Sunway
Damansara, prompted the brand
to open its second outlet at The Linc KL.
Differing from the cavernous interior
of the first Bean Brothers café, the
one at The Linc KL possesses its own
personality, from its bright, sprawling
space to ubiquitous placements of
verdure, creating a humble oasis in the
middle of the city.
COFFEE
Bean Brothers first and foremost,
identifies itself as a coffee roasting
company that offers specialty coffee.
There are four different coffees to
choose from, two being signature
blends and the other two are its
monthly single-origin coffee. The former
offers two varieties, the Black Suit blend
and Velvet White blend. Both these
blends have different characteristics
where the Black Suit is bolder and
nuttier in taste while the Velvet White
leans towards floral and fruity. It’s
important to note that the Black Suit is
a blend of Brazilian and Columbian
coffee while Velvet White is founded
from Ethiopian beans.
These signature blends possess similar
taste profiles throughout the year while
the single origin changes every month.
The reason behind this is that coffee
is an agricultural produce, garnered
from different parts of the world where
it is harvested at different times— so
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it’s very seasonal in that sense. Bean
Brothers receive fresh coffee beans
on a monthly basis, subsequently
undergoing quality and taste checks
before presenting it to customers.
Signature blends are served with the
espresso machine while the single
origins are open to different methods
of coffee brewing such as aeropress,
French press, V60, clever and these
methods will highlight different
characteristics of the coffee. We now
have a new spot to enjoy a good
cuppa. We found that the composition
of our cappuccino was a perfect ratio
of coffee to cream, contributing to a
smooth taste.
FARE
The fare at Bean Brothers is every bit
as comforting and good as its coffee,
translating the personality of its chef
and the essence of its brand. The
menu here sees a simple, compact list
of Western and Asian influences that
are easy for customers to choose from.
CAESAR SALAD
You can’t go wrong with a Caesar
salad. Bean Brothers’ interpretation of
this famed dish replaces boiled egg
with onsen egg and includes crunchy
bits of smoked duck chips and grilled
chicken. My colleague Eyda who
detests anything green and healthy,
found the salad appetising so that’s a
testament to the quality and flavour of
the Caesar salad.

SECRET SAUCE NOODLE
This Asian noodle is simple, comforting
and very flavourful. A secret sauce
drenches the strings of noodle and
sitting atop it is stir-fried minced chicken.
Apparently, the secret sauce comprises
more than 10 different ingredients.
We don’t know what’s in the sauce but
we can attest that the ingredients used
contribute to a well-rounded, mouthwatering dish.
MUTTON CURRY PASTA
This was a first for us and certainly not
the last. We could smell the aroma of the
pasta even before it arrived. Al dente
spaghetti was cooked with cumin and
cream, boosted by piquancy from minced
mutton, curry leaves and shavings of
parmesan. It exuded beautiful flavours of
mutton curry. Needless to say, we left the
plate spotless.
TOMATO CLAMS STEW
From the big plates came the tomato clam
stew. We can’t emphasise enough the
comforting feelings a humble dish like this
evoked. Whether shared with friends or
indulged on a cheat day, the fresh flavour
of the mussels was enhanced by the
homemade tomato sauce amalgamated
with white wine. To garnish, two crisp
baguettes are placed on the side of the
plate for dipping into the savoury sauce.
Fusion, halal
Bean Brothers Café, The Linc KL, G-1,
No.360, Jalan Tun Razak 50400
Kuala Lumpur
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T

o know the restaurant is to know the
chef and founder, Chef Yenni Law
who has garnered many accolades
over the years, including the coveted
Hospitality Asia Platinum Award (HAPA)
in the Most Inspiring Entrepreneur of the
Year category in 2018. The author of two
cookbooks – Meatology and The Rice Pot
(awarded the Gourmand World Cookbook
Awards) has no airs about her despite
all her success. We met with her at her
15-year-old restaurant (formerly known as
Boat House) with a plan to review the new
menu.
She welcomed us to her establishment,
the interior of which was reminiscent of
the various steakhouses I used to frequent
with my family. The wooden flooring,
chalkboards in the inner dining area
and the warm ambient lighting, had a
comforting feel. A place which invites
to come as you are, a reflection of Chef
Yenni’s vibe. Comfortably seated, we
started our course without holding back on
the mouth-watering starters which included
the Foie Gras, French Escargot, Poison
Pork and a personal favourite, Grilled
Cincaluk Pork.
Each starter stood out in its own brilliant
way. The Grilled Cincaluk Pork was the
epitome of succulence that was enhanced
by the special sauce innovated by Chef
Yenni, a combination of Worcestershire
sauce, chopped garlic and bird’s eye
chilli. Another winner from the starter
menu was the best French Escargot
I’ve had, even rivalling my favourite
French dining hotspots. The secret sauce

Meatology by Chef Yenni

The recent addition to Meatology’s menu is
the Sher Wagyu, an award-winning Wagyu
beef produced by the Sher family. The
divine bovine is served with a side of sea
salt flakes which Chef Yenni recommends
to sprinkle on top of the meat. Our trust in
her paid off as we slipped into a state of
euphoria as the texture of the tender medium
rare steak tingled our taste buds with a
flourishing richness in flavour.
More fiery action is found from the Hog Stuff
section of the menu with the Meatology Ribs.
The finger licking good secret barbeque
sauce that envelopes the lusciously tender
and fleshy Spanish Pork Ribs is a little
dangerous for those who mind their
inhibitions. Thankfully for the unpretentious
interior, you are welcome to dispel yourself
from it. We think Chef Yenni should consider
putting the delicious barbeque sauce in a
bottle to share with the world.
As the acclaimed expert in meat, Chef
Yenni’s menu offerings also feature a wide
variey of fresh fish, crustaceans and serious
sides for all tastes. Pizzas, Asian cuisines
and even a vegetarian-focused menu are
available to meet the dietary needs of her
customers.

European cuisine, non-halal.
16 Lorong Rahim Kajai 14, Taman Tun Dr
Ismail 60000 Kuala Lumpur

Food to Fire You Up
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In my mind, a delicious glass of beer
would have been perfect for the occasion
but we swayed away from temptation to
save some room for the main courses. Chef
Yenni started us off with a Steak of Fire, a
crowd favourite for the fiery presentation
and the deliciously creamy VSOP Brandy
Pepper Sauce doused on the slab of 220gm
Australian tenderloin. We do recommend
the addition of Foie Gras if you are not
perturbed by its origins.

From the looks of the regulars who dined
there including Malaysian comedy star,
Joanne Kam Poh Poh, it seemed that what
keeps them coming back is Chef Yenni’s
affable demeanour, the generous portions
and indulgent menu. We would have to
agree with that sentiment after dining here.

Pork lovers must try the Hog-Mohawk On Fire

WORDS BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL
PHOTOS BY ROSS STEPHENSON

surrounding the meaty escargot includes
an ingenious balanced use of blue cheese,
adding a heightened savoury flavour to
complement the meat.

MUST TRY

Duck Breast
250 G House Cured Duck Breast + Mushroom Brandy Ragu
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Grass Fed New Zealand Rack of Lamb

Malaysian Barramundi Fillet

Cedar on 15

After placing our orders, we started off with
an amouse bouche whoich teased our palates
with a delicious potato topped with a touille
on a spread of beetroot mousse. The play
on texture pulled our foodie heartstrings and
the presentation was a testament to the chef’s
expertise in the kitchen. As we excitedly
awaited our starter course, the Carpaccio
of Portobello Mushrooms, we enjoyed the
light bites from the freshly baked bread. We
particularly enjoyed the charcoal bun, soft to
the touch with an irresistible decadence when
combined with the creamy butter.

Raising the Roof

BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

T

hese days, it is a prerequisite to spend Saturday
nights at a rooftop restaurant in Kuala Lumpur.
This led us to one of the most widely recommended
restaurant on Tripadvisor, Cedar on 15. At the helm
is venerated chef, Helmut Lamberger who introduced
a swanky new menu earlier this year. On our visit, we
explored one of the three menus, The Cookbook, to
sample some of his signature dishes.

When the Carpaccio of Portobello Mushrooms
arrived at our table, we almost forgot to
take photos on account of how appetising it
looked. It certainly did not disappoint with
the exquisite savoury flavours from the thinly
sliced portobello mushrooms and the creamy
burrata cheese accentuating the dish. The
rocket lettuce added balance to the dish by
providing an additional texture and bitter
flavour to refresh the palate.

It was particularly busy at Cedar on 15 during our
visit on a weekday. The ambience was enlivened with
boisterous laughter, the clinking of beer glasses and
casual interaction between the guests and staff. This is
a rare sight in this part of the city, where people are
usually too busy to spare a hello. Perhaps it was the
cozy ambience which exuded a stylish yet unimposing
feel. You could be in a smart casual attire and fit right
in. There are no airs to this place, except if you want
to dine in the al fresco area where you get to enjoy a
close-up view of the Twin Towers.

Our mains were from the Lava Rock Grill
section of the menu, Grass Fed New Zealand
Rack of Lamb and Malaysian Barramundi
Fillet. The great thing about ordering from
the Lava Rock Grill is that if you have a
big appetite you can bet the portions are

Singapore Sling and Cedar on 15 Signature cocktail

generous. I’ve personally enjoyed Chef
Helmut’s bearnaise sauce on a prior visit, so
this time around I opted for the peppercorn
sauce while my dining partner selected a
mushroom sauce for her fish. While waiting,
we sat by the bar to enjoy the view of the city
over cocktails. Mine was a Cedar signature
drink while my dining partner enjoyed a
Singapore Sling. The scent of our mains
called out to us and we made our way back
to our table.
My rack of lamb was cooked perfectly to
the medium rare standard. Slicing through
the succulent meat and savouring each bite
with a spoonful of my creamy spinach was
carnivorous bliss. The Barramundi didn’t
disappoint either; the fresh grills were
complemented with the mushroom sauce. Both
dishes were consistently enjoyable from the
first bite to the last. Our overall verdict of the
experience is that Cedar on 15 understands
what customers want and need from the
hospitable service, cozy ambience to the
incredible food.
Modern european, pork-free
Impiana KLCC Hotel, Kuala Lumpur City
Center Level 15, Club Tower, 13,
Jalan Pinang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
03-2147 1111

Al fresco dining area at Cedar on 15
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The Ding’s
A Bowl of Chinese Soul
BY SARA YEOH

T

here’s just something about a bowl of noodle soup that
warms the heart – simple, steamy and filling – have it on
an empty stomach and it replenishes you; have it when
you’re sick and it heals you. And these are all the reasons why
The Ding’s at SS2 hub speaks to the soul, as they put comfort
food on the table.

The dessert bar

On our table, a hearty spread of bowls of noodle soup, rice
and sides of fried dumplings reminded me of home. Their sake
noodle soup is made with clear and brothy anchovy stock with
a dash of sake. The noodles, or mian xian, are traditionally
hand-pulled and sourced from artisans, and diners will have a
choice of thick or thin noodles. My pick was the thin noodles,
as the fine and delicate strands pick up more broth with it.
Each spoonful of mian xian with the soup tasted mild, yet
flavourful. While a bowl of sake noodle soup that comes with
some greens, mushrooms and lava egg is delicious on its own,
those who would like a more filling meal could have it with
their hand-made pork balls. And that is what we love about
the noodles, as you can pick and choose what to eat it with.
For lovers of all things fried, the side of crunchy pork schnitzels
complements the clean-tasting noodles well. If not, how does
steamed clams sound? Whatever your taste is, there will be a
side to complete your noodles.

Chocolate cigar

Dessert Course Worth Skipping the Mains For

If you feel like having rice, the Ding’s will have you covered
too, with bowls of rice topped with an assortment of soy
sauce chicken, crispy sea bass, stir-fried pork and so on. We
had their Lu Rou rice, in which dong bo rou, or slow-braised
pork belly was chopped and served with greens, with each
rice coated with its braised gravy. We liked how there were
nourishing Chinese dishes with medicinal properties too, such
as the steamed chicken with dong guai and goji berries. Dong
guai is the female equivalent of ginseng, and is beneficial for
the heart, as well as women’s health. The steamed chicken
comes in a delicious dark sauce, with sweetness from the goji
berries and tinge of bitterness from the dong guai that cuts
through it. You can choose to have it with the noodle soup, or
with rice for a healthy and filling meal.

BY SARA YEOH

E

nchanted by the idea of a 6-course
dessert degustation, we stopped
everything on a Friday afternoon
and flocked to the Lacroix-upholstered
chairs at Mr Chew’s dessert bar. Dessert
lovers can choose to pair the course with
tea or alcohol. With ample sunlight from
the glass windows and the dessert chef
behind the bar, we started our sugar-coated
degustation, which the manager Nikola
described as “a roller coaster ride”.

The light bites were equally as appetising as the mains. We
had fried dumplings with prawn filling (which is always a nofail dish), and fried fish skin. The crispy, light and airy strips of
fried fish skin seasoned with spicy powder kept us going for
more, and the plate was empty in seconds. These were perfect
as a side to the rice or soupy noodles, or even with sips of
sake (which you can order at the Ding’s).

Course One: Pineapple and Cherry Mochi
We started with a small, red sphere of
pineapple and cherry mochi with matcha
whisky in a sake cup (matcha lemon tea for
tea pairing). We bit into the soft and sweet
cherry mochi skin, and indeed, like a roller
coaster ride, the first dessert was a thrilling
ascend and descend of flavours, as the
crisp acidity of the pineapple sorbet hit our
tongue, stimulating an appetite for more. A
sip of the matcha whisky further intensified
the flavours of the pineapple.

So, part ways with the wilder side of Chinese cuisine (Szechuan
peppers, sweet and sour, fried chilli oil) for a while, and stay
on the milder side of it a bit. We think the Ding’s is our top
pick when it comes to Chinese food that is good for both the
body and soul.

Course Two: Raspberry Yogurt Donut
To ease the cold sharpness of the first
dessert, next was a warm raspberry yogurt

Contemporary chinese, non-halal
Lot-A-G-03a The Hub SS2, Jalan Harapan, Seksyen 19,
46300 Petaling Jaya
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Pineapple and cherry mochi with matcha whisky

The Ding’s Highlights

donut – a two-bite affair that ended with
a shot of cacao liqueur. For non-alcoholic
pairings, a heavy and rich dark and white
chocolate shot will slither down your throat,
building a mellow suspense to the Co2
citrus, which was next on the menu.
Course Three: Co2 Citrus
As if hitting climax, an exciting and spicy
dessert arrived in the form of blood-orange
foam sprinkled with hot pepper and zest
shavings, covering some citrusy bits. And
as we scooped the combination up with
a piece of wafer and into our mouths, we
devoured into sweetness, spiciness and
tanginess.
Course Four: LN2 Vanilla Ice Cream
Like a magician pulling out tricks from a hat,
the dessert chef magically created vanilla
ice cream out of a smoke of liquid nitrogen.
Inspired by the bubble tea craze, the LN2
vanilla ice cream is set on some rocks of
decadent gula Melaka, and complete with
chewy glutinous rice balls. The Shao Xin
gula Melaka that is for the alcohol-pairing
menu adds a kick to the toffee-edged palm
sugar.

Course Five: Chocolate Cigar
Next was a fun-filled course of chocolate
‘cigar’ that was complemented with a rum
coffee sphere (just coffee for the tea pairing
menu). The chocolate cigar is packed
with hazelnut crumble, feuilletine, salted
caramel, and popping candy – particularly
sweet, but wonderful when you pop in the
rum coffee sphere, which adds complexity,
hitting you with coffee and smoky notes at
the back.
Course Six: Chew’s Wagashi
Before we knew it, it was time for the last
course, a mild ending of Chew’s wagashi
desserts. Coming in a trio of sweet potato,
Orelys and yam fillings, we recommend to
start with the mildest flavour of yam with a
tinge of rose, moving to the sweet potato
filling, and then ending with the Orelys.
Closing the afternoon dessert affair were
sips of Ron de Cuba, a citrusy cocktail (or
lime tea), as we savoured the view of the KL
skyline.
Dessert, pork-free
WOLO, Jalan Bukit Bintang, Bukit Bintang,
55100 Kuala Lumpur
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Left: The Scandinavian platter of Danish
open faced sandwiches
Right:
Latte in a Royal Copenhagen mug
Danish dream cake

comfort as a result of contentment and
wellbeing. Following a sign that said “Find
Hygge upstairs”, we made our way up
the white stairs of the café and into a cosy
nook.

An assortment of cakes at the coffee counter

T
Find Hygge through Your Coffee
BY SARA YEOH
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he Nordics have life figured out to
a tee, being some of the happiest
and healthiest people in the world.
In Denmark, the pace of life is slow –
spending hours sipping coffee in the
afternoon, people-watching in the sun from
outdoor café seats, cycling everywhere…
And over here at Kopenhagen Coffee, they
have their coffee figured out too. But it’s
more than just coffee here – they want to
introduce the Danish way of life through
the café. And if we could round up Danish
culture in one word, it would be ‘Hygge’,
which means feelings of cosiness and

An approach to the Nordic lifestyle starts
with the food. The menu here is prepared
with Hygge and wholesomeness in mind
– starting with the ingredients, which they
source from local farmers (to give back to
the farming community). And you could
taste it through the spelt bread – a healthy,
wholegrain bread made from a medley
of nuts that was full of texture and loaded
with flavours. Smothering butter and cream
cheese over it, and topping it with smoked
salmon sprinkled with sea salt and ground
pepper makes a familiar combination of
Danish open sandwiches.
And speaking of the delight that is Danish
open sandwiches, or Smorrebrod, if you
like, you could order a tasting platter of
it. Among the assortment there was, of
course, the classic smoked salmon and
cream cheese, poached chicken breast,
and beef and cheese.
It’s not hard to make healthy choices
here. Their breakfast menu looks like
clean eating goals – freshly baked spelt
bread with sliced avocado, served with
velvety smooth scrambled eggs. Eat it
with the Greek yoghurt that is served with
crunchy granola with blueberries and fresh

seasonal fruits for the ultimate power
breakfast.
There are Danish touches everywhere
– coffee and hot drinks set in pretty
porcelain mugs from Royal Copenhagen,
a PH lamp that reflects the simplistic and
functionalistic aesthetics of Danish design,
and a minimalist Scandinavian interior
throughout. A decluttered space like this
energises you as if the clean interior
empties your unhappy thoughts too. But
for me, I found my ultimate Hygge in a
sip of their latte made from a blend of 3
different beans.
And of course happiness must include a
sweet tooth – we tried their traditional
Danish dream cake (freshly baked by a
Danish lady herself) that was moist and
spongy, and topped with a caramelised
coconut topping, which fascinatingly
reminded me of Malaysian flavours (gula
Melaka to be exact). Their coffee counter
is also filled with a variety of cakes such
as lemon yoghurt loaf, carrot cake,
banana cake, and so on. Pair one of their
coffees with the brokie, a combination of
brownie and cookie – one that can’t go
wrong, right?
After passing time with exceptional
coffee, wholesome food and good
company at Kopenhagen Coffee, we
think that Hygge isn’t that hard to search
for, after all!

Scandinavian, pork-free
Vista Kiara, 3, Jalan Kiara, Mont Kiara,
50480 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-6211 6363
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Souffle
Pancakes

No one stacks up to you
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

SOFFLÉ @ SUNWAY PYRAMID
Sofflé is the newest contender in
the soufflé pancake game, having
opened an outlet in the retail haven
that is Sunway Pyramid. Boba lovers
will enjoy this place for it not only
purveys soufflé pancakes but bubble
tea too! Their latest soufflé pancake
is an intriguing and delectable one.
Pillow cloud-like pancake texture
is drenched with piquant earl grey
topping and boba atop is the
height of indulgence. The pearls are
cooked with brown sugar, hence the
prominent caramel flavour that unifies
the dish.
F1.55B, First Floor, No.3. Jalan PJS
11/15, Bandar Sunway, Petaling
Jaya.

Leave it to the Japanese to take things to new heights. They have
reimagined the American pancake into cotton clouds that simply
melt in your mouth. These are known as soufflé pancakes. They are
of lighter, airier consistency than the traditional pancakes. As the
moniker indicates, soufflé pancakes are whipped up using similar
method that of a souffle where the springy texture and poofy height
are attained by firmly beating the egg white until it peaks. We list
down the cafes where you can enjoy this sinful pleasure.

NEIGHBOUR’SCOFFEE BAR @ HAPPY GARDEN

SOUFFLE DESSERT CAFÉ @ PUCHONG JAYA

Fun fact, the Japanese refer to soufflé pancakes as ‘fuwa fuwa’
due to their light and fluffy texture and are served at wedding
receptions in Japan. Neighbour’s Coffee Bar is another
Instagrammable spot to indulge in some soufflé pancakes.
The fuwa fuwa pancake here comes in three choices, the
original fuwa fuwa, seasonal fruits and soft serve. If you’re
adopting a healthier lifestyle, we suggest the fuwa fuwa with
seasonal fruits so you get the best of both worlds; indulging
while adhering to the daily fruit intake.

Granted, the Souffle Dessert Café in Puchong can be quite a
commute but trust us when we say, you won’t be sorry! This
rustic café checks the list of everything a soufflé pancake ought
to be, from fluffiness to the intrinsic, savoury goodness it offers.
You can find a beautiful selection of soufflé pancakes here,
from the classic, matcha red bean to a caramelised banana
soufflé – something for everyone to enjoy. The matcha red
bean soufflé features three velvety soft pancakes that come
with cream, matcha ice cream and red bean. We highly
recommend this bad boy for a weekend indulgence.

A-G-1, Seri Gembira Avenue, No 6, Jalan Senang Ria,
Happy Garden, 58200 Kuala Lumpur.

CS-1F-7, 1st Floor, Kompleks Kenari, Jalan Kenari 19a,
Bandar Puchong Jaya, Selangor.

MOGE TEE @ SS2
What’s a perfect accompaniment to bubble tea? Meat floss
soufflé at Moge Tee, of course. Yes, you didn’t hear wrong,
meat floss soufflé. Let’s put aside soufflé pancakes topped
with boba and focus on this unique rendition. We were only
familiar with meat floss on bread, so it was a pleasant surprise
to learn about this inventive pairing. It is as delicious as it
sounds, the interesting interplay of texture and salty flavours
from the meat floss, as well as the dollop of French whipped
cream that is certainly a deal-maker.
52, Jalan SS2/61, SS 2, 47300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
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LOT10
HUTONG
BY SARA YEOH

Tan Sri Francis Yeoh, the executive chairman of YTL Group,
gathered some of the most legendary, heritage hawker
stalls around Malaysia under one (air-conditioned) roof.
Forget the hassles and doubts of navigating traditional
food courts, as every stall and its dishes here are personal
favourites of Yeoh himself. So, we went and conquered
Hutong at Lot 10, and here are some of the best national
(food) treasures that we tasted.

FRIED OYSTER OMELETTE

PENANG FAMOUS CHAR KUEY TEOW

This hawker favourite, locally known as ‘Orh Jian’, is a musttry here at Lot 10 Hutong. Tapioca starch mixed into the egg
batter makes a thick, savoury pancake that wraps the soft and
fresh oysters in it, making it a perfect snack. It is crisp on the
outside and fluffy on the inside, and best eaten with a side of
spicy chilli sauce mixed with lime juice for a kick. We have to
say it is one of the best fried oyster omelettes yet here in KL.

Char Kuey Teow, the culinary pride of Malaysian hawker
food, is even better with duck egg – a Penang specialty you
can taste in KL now, thanks to Lot 10 Hutong. The famous dish
is complete with chunky prawns, crisp bean sprouts, sweet
Chinese sausage and chives to make sure every mouthful of it
packs a punch. To the locals, the sight of Char Kuey Teow is
immediately mouth-watering, but the famous Koay brothers’
version here makes it even so.

KIM LIAN KEE’S HOKKIEN MEE

KIN KIN’S CHILLI PAN MEE
Pan Mee is traditionally served in soup, but Mr. and Mrs. Tan made
their own dry version in the 1980’s, which would become a heritage
food in Malaysia that is chilli Pan Mee. From the original husband and
wife duo’s makeshift stall in Jalan Chow Kit, these handmade noodles
are topped with fragrant fried chilli, minced meat, crispy anchovies and
a poached egg, and served with a side of leafy soup. We devoured
it by splitting the runny poached egg with chopsticks first, and mixed
everything together in the bowl to make sure each strand gets coated in
all the ingredients. And it was perfection.
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The plump, black, charcoal-fried Hokkien noodles from Kim
Lian Kee may not be much to look at, but it will certainly
sweep you off your feet. The method of using charcoal fire
to cook the noodles gives the dish a fragrant ‘wok hei’, or
flavour and aroma imparted by a hotnwok, which is how
the Chinese judge a dish based on the strength of its fire
to render it fragrant. The slippery noodles are packed with
meaty prawns, pork slices and pieces of fried lard that give
it extra oomph. It is also worth noting that Kim Lian Kee
is one of the most historic hawker stalls at Lot 10 Hutong,
being originally from Petaling Street in 1927.
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Boba Cakes
Sweet, Simple, Sinful
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

While I may not comprehend the craze for boba milk tea, it has
completely won the hearts of the masses and has since inspired
vendors to get creative with their incorporation of boba with the
unlikeliest – pizzas, toasts and of late, cakes! This list is for you
boba fans who still want your daily dose of bobas.

SWEETO
First of all, let’s take a minute to
appreciate how endearing the
name Sweeto is. As its moniker
indicates, it’s the wonderland of
desserts, concocted using family
recipes so one can indulge in
Western, Italian and Chinese
desserts. Speaking of Chinese
desserts, the newest addition to
their repertoire of boba desserts
in the pearl cake, which offers
patrons a selection of flavours
including matcha, strawberry,
chocolate and milk tea. Since
minimalism is the key with this
cake, one will find an almost
exposed cake coated with cream
and garnished with bobas.
Alternatively, the cake is prepared
lava cake-style, revealing pearls
in the centre of the cake.

TINYBAKER IN PINK
The TinyBaker in PINK is every girly girl’s
fantasy, to be surrounded by hues of pink and
cute bits and bobs adding to the feminine
aesthetics. This eatery identifies itself as
a bakery, hence the myriad of cakes and
libations to appease any sweet tooth. The
interesting thing about TinyBaker in PINK is
that it also serves as a space for rent for a
bachelorette party, birthday party and any
kind of celebrations for that matter. What
takes precedence here though, is its bubble
earl grey chiffon cake. The earl grey tea
note is prominent, pairing flawlessly with the
generous pearls served atop. It’s like biting
into a boba tea.
58-2, Jalan PJU 5/21, 47810 Kuala Lumpur.

TEA COTTAGE
Hidden away in the depths of Kajang is a quaint
little tea room and café known for its homemade
milk tea jam. The creative brains behind this tea
room have jumped on the pearl bandwagon and
crafted various incorporations of the boba such as
milk tea waffle with mocha ice cream and osmanthus
petals along with pearl toppings. The pearl milk
tea cake here takes centre stage. This sought-after
cake comes in three different sizes, fitting for an
individual’s indulgence or a celebratory occasion.
Tea Cottage cooks its pearls in brown sugar for that
tinge of sweetness to an overall flavoured cake.
No 17A, Bukit Mewah 10A, Taman Bukit Mewah,
Kajang, Selangor.

39, 1, Jalan Kuchai Maju 8,
Kuchai Entrepreneurs Park,
58200 Kuala Lumpur.

LISTINGS OF CITROEN
SHOWROOMS
& SERVICE CENTRE
NAZA EURO MOTORS HQ
(GLENMARIE)
NEM Glenmarie Showroom(1S) No
15, Jalan Pelukis U1/46 Seksyen U1,
Glenmarie 40150 Shah Alam Selangor

THE BAKING TRIP
Scrolling through The Baking Trip’s social media certainly doesn’t help our diet.
Moreover, the perfect food-styling and photography of its creations make us
seriously rethink our Instagram aesthetics. Just last year, this KL-based home baker
introduced a milk tea bundt cake, straying away from the norm of using a sponge
cake. The skills honed by this home baker spoke for itself when this creation quickly
became a crowd-pleaser. The milk tea bundt cake is petite in size, slathered with
a light cream atop and finally, the crème de la crème, perfectly positioned pearls.
Aside from the milk tea bundt cake, The Baking Trip makes a diverse range of cakes
available for order, so be sure to check out its social media.
Serdang perdana, 43300 Seri Kembangan.

www.citroen.com.my
Sales : 03-5566 3685
NAZA EURO MOTORS (PUCHONG)
Lot No. 18, 19 & 20GF, IOI BUSINESS
PARK, Persiaran Puchong Jaya
Selatan, Bandar Puchong Jaya, 47170
Puchong, Selangor
Sales : 03-8076 1788
SING HUAT PREMIUM SDN BHD
No. 11, Jalan Satu, Off Jalan Chan
Sow Lin, Sungai Besi, Wilayah
Persekutuan, 55200 Kuala Lumpur
Sales : +60 3-9222 9126
CITROEN SERVICE CENTRE
NAZA EURO MOTORS SDN BHD
(PUCHONG 2S)
No: 10, Jln Serindit 3, Bandar Puchong
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NIGHTLIFE

NIGHTLIFE

Soma Cocktail Bar
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

Classic jazz tunes filled the room,
providing us with emotional warmth after
braving through the rain on the busy streets
of TTDI. Jason Julian, the bar director
and co-founder of Soma, welcomed us
at the door from behind the counter. We
took a moment to relish in the classy,
contemporary New-Yorkesque vibe with
a touch of modernity that easily made us
feel so separated from the outside world.
We entered into Jason’s world and to get
to know it better, we sat and had a few
glasses of cocktail while speaking to the
Sabah-born bartender. I had so many
questions on his menu, especially on his
twist on the classics but the drinks were
ready and it would have been rude not get
to that first.
My loquaciousness was silenced with
each sip of the Earl de Grey, with the
elderflower liqueur and earl grey tea
infusion elegantly caressing one another.
There was a hint of sweetness from the
honey and a smooth lemony note. This is
a drink to be enjoyed anytime and for any
occasion but do take caution that while it

is the smoothest drink on the menu, it is also
the booziest. The next drink was the Zen
Green Tea, which reflected Jason’s calm
and collected demeanour. The drink features
an amalgamation of elderflower liqueur,
aloe vera, sour plum water, matcha green
tea and gin. The frothy texture is made out
of beaten up egg whites. Jason is quite
clever when it comes to bringing out the
true nature of the drinks with his choice of
ingredients and presentation.
If you want a drink that is a marriage of the
frothiness from the Zen Green Tea with a
lighter and sweeter taste profile, you may
want to opt for the Affection, made with
a refreshing lychee liqueur, nordes gin,
lemon juice, rose syrup and egg white. The
highlight of our visit was the Nutella Gone
Nuts, an incredible cocktail made with
hazelnut liqueur, milk, vanilla, syrup and of
course, Nutella. Bring your own tub just in
case, there are a lot of fans and you don’t
want to risk missing out.
45A, First Floor, Jalan Aminuddin Baki,
Taman Tun Dr Ismail, 60000 Kuala Lumpur

Whisky Cove
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL
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What came with the much anticipated
opening of the Pavilion Hotel this year was
the launch of one of the most exclusive
bars in the city, Whiskey Cove. Located on
level 7M in the gloriously luxurious Pavilion
Hotel, the bar boasts an opulent design
from dark wood panelling, leather chairs,
a gigantic chandelier to a chic marble bar.
Don’t be swayed by the name as Whiskey
Cove serves up more than just an extensive
list of premium whiskeys and cigars. Here,
you will also find a few fine additions to
your cocktail bucket list.

The Artistry had all the flavour profiles
that would make a boozy cocktail lover
swoon with joy. Thanks to the use of the
huge slab of ice, the drink didn’t dilute
even after long periods of conversation
and photos. The consistency of the
smoky, bodied and slight sour flavour
kept us happily well sedated throughout
the night. The drink is a combination of
Michter’s Sour Mash Whiskey, Hennessy
V.S.O.P, Malibu, dark rum, infused syrup,
dehydrated orange skin and edible
flowers.

We started off with a Smoked Pear
Manhattan, a drink specially suited for the
cosmopolitan convivialist. With housemade
syrups, the bartender is able to manage
the sweetness levels of his brew to balance
his choice of spirits (in this case the sweet
vermouth and infused Rittenhouse rye).
Our next drink was the Highland Poney,
a zesty cocktail made with Macallan 12
years, sweetened by infused herb syrup
and bodied with egg white. Topped with
hydrated fruits, this is a versatile drink to
enjoy on your night out.

Overall, Whiskey Cove has all the
makings of being KL’s next convivialist
den. It even has three luxurious private
rooms that can accommodate 20-30 pax,
depending on which room and for now,
there is no minimum spend. We suggest
calling the bar to book your seats before
word gets out!
Level 7M, Pavilion Hotel Kuala Lumpur
Managed by Banyan Tree, 170, Jalan
Bukit Bintang, 55100 Kuala Lumpur

Circa
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

We arrived T Plaza Batai helpless and
lost, in seach of Circa as intended with its
speakeasy nature. Immediately I felt a pang
of regret for the smug remark I made - that
I would find the place on my own. Then, a
curious sight caught our attention, people
who were dressed up to the nines were
walking along this empty alley between
Ben’s Grocery Shop and Yellow Brick
Road. We decided to follow the crowd
but I had mixed feelings. On one hand, I
feared the unknown and on the other, I was
thrilled by the suspense.
A little breathless from the short flight of
stairs, an old pay phone in front of the
door gave us pause and the people were
gone. We used the access code which
is posted on a weekly basis on Circa’s
Instagram page. A frisson of excitement ran
through us when we heard the door behind
us unlocking. Who would have known that
such an innovative contraption was hidden
in this old pay phone?
The point of entry is a strong reference to
the interior design of Circa, a rendition
of the classic jazz bar with sophisticated
modern accents. The intimate space is
generously designed to give each group
ample privacy to enjoy their conversations
and drinks in their own little corners.
The drinks are equally innovative and
inject nostalgic elements. We started off

with Yuan Dynasty, a delicious oriental
cocktail which excited our palates from the
balanced notes of the Thinkkunyam tea,
Osmanthus syrup and Hennessy VSOP. It
was especially easy to drink with the added
sweetness from the pandan leaf to balance
the strength of the Hennessy. Next, we had
Sugus. Many Malaysians would attest how
the yummy sweet got them through burning
the midnight oil for last-minute preperation
for exams and as adults, this is a treat best
enjoyed during Happy Hour.
For gin cocktail lovers, the Very Berry and
Edison offer a light and well-balanced
sweetness. The Very Berry is mildly creamy,
thanks to the raspberry and the aftertaste is
a refreshing lemon tang. It’s a good idea to
have the Edison as a starter as the cocktail
is made with bluepea flower and kantan
(ginger flower) and the Bulldog gin unearths
the botanical flavours which are heightened
by the rose extract and cane syrup.
Other than the delightful cocktails, Circa
has the best R&B playlist we’ve come across
especially within the area. So if you’re on
the hunt for cocktails, good music and a
relaxing ambience, you need to make your
way to Circa KL.
8-7, Jalan Batai, Bukit Damansara,
50490 Kuala Lumpur
018-284 8799

After Dark Social Club
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

We want to let you in on a secret. The
Gardens Mall houses an exclusive social
club and the knowledge of its existence is
reserved for those in the know. The After
Dark Social Club is the nightlife extension
to the Snitch by the Thieves brand. We
won’t spoil the fun and thrill of seeking
out this spot but we will spare a hint –
head on to the Snitch restaurant and
mention After Dark to the staff.
Unlike most sports bar, After Dark has
a thoughtful cocktail menu, a tilt of the
hat to local elements with its Ginny Boi
cocktail made from gin, asam boi and
soda. The Tiramisu stood out since there
are very few bars that have been able to
make a decent creamy cocktail but to my
surprise, After Dark nailed it. For starters
and light drinkers, we recommend the AV

“Tea” made from Carlsberg, refreshing
aloe vera and lemon.
You know After Dark is poised for
excellence in entertainment when you
check out its fun LED-lit Beer Pong
Tables, dice under the table for drinking
games and stellar R&B playlist to keep
you grooving all night long. Of course,
there is no scarcity of fun when it comes
to mischievous intentions after dark. To
fully experience the After Dark Social
Club, grab your group of friends and
enjoy the facilities of the private rooms
with a karaoke set and private beer
pong table for an unforgettable night.
The Gardens, T-225A&B, Third Floor,
Lingkaran Syed Putra, Mid Valley City,
59200 Kuala Lumpur
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MAKAN-MAKAN WITH THE STARS

Linut

MAKAN-MAKAN WITH THE STARS

DO YOU GET THE MUNCHIES WHEN
YOU’RE RECORDING? IF SO, WHAT DO
YOU CRAVE FOR?
I’m often so focused and immersed in
recording that I usually forget to eat!
However, it honestly depends on where
I’m recording. Some studios prefer to have
food delivered; while some of us would
prefer to step out for food. In the States,
we usually go for whatever is nearest,
and in LA, it is either Mexican food, or
something healthy like smoothies or salads
or something easy like sandwiches. In
Malaysia, I am often more than content
with stepping out for some good ol’ mamak
food.

WHAT IS THE WEIRDEST FOOD YOU HAVE
TRIED?
I think most people would consider some of
our Southeast Asian cuisines to be ‘exotic’.
I’ve had Western friends who cringe at
the sight of fish head curry or even just
detest the smell of durian. I consider myself
an adventurous eater, although to play
it safe for now, I’d say ‘stinky tofu’ from
Taiwan, and ‘natto’ from Japan. Though as
a Bornean, we also have our fair share of
food that others consider strange, such as
our native food called ‘linut’ which is made
from sago flour. A starchy substance that
looks like glue and eaten with something
spicy like sambal belacan. Oh! Salivating.

YOU TOURED ACROSS EUROPE LAST YEAR.
WHAT FOOD DID YOU INDULGE IN THE
MOST THERE?
Oh! I couldn’t help but indulge in their
various types of cheese and of course
their pastries and chocolates! Most of the
food there are also inexpensive (if you’re
counting in Euros), and they’re also easy
and ready to eat on the go, if you’re the
type of person who wants to continue
exploring and not stop too long like me.

CAN YOU TELL US MORE ABOUT YOUR
NEW ALBUM?
My new album, which will hopefully be
released soon is called ‘...’ (Ellipsis). It
consists of 9 songs that I have written
during my transitional stage of exploring
with different electronic sounds and also
other instruments, so all the songs have
their own personality and sound really
different from each other. A celebration
of our multi-dimensionality as humans and
embracing our natural emotional waves. The
songs were written in the span of 6 years,
recorded in LA and produced by my dear
friend and bassist, Andre De Santanna (who
has worked with Jason Mraz, Ziggy Marley,
Herb Alpert, etc), though the visuals (videos,
artwork) are 100% Malaysian-made!

DO YOU FIND YOURSELF MISSING
MALAYSIAN FOOD WHEN YOU’RE
ABROAD?
Of course! Malaysia is known to be
the hub of balancing the right spices in
our food, and my taste buds are very
Malaysian, so sometimes it’s hard to find
food that caters to them. Haha…

Natto

Zee Avi

Sarawakian Songstress
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

Her voice is synonymous
with that of a nightingale,
evoking feelings of serenity
and love. Born in Miri, she is
an internationally-recognised
singer, songwriter, musician
and visual artist. This talented
artiste also holds many
accolades and has performed
on numerous historic and
notable stages around the
world. She is none other than
Zee Avi!
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WHAT IS YOUR ULTIMATE GUILTY
PLEASURE AND WHY?
Fried chicken and waffles! Yes, together.
Because when I was living in America, I
was introduced to soul food by my AfricanAmerican friends, and soul food would
become my favourite type of American
cuisine. The sweet and savoury mix of
the fried chicken and the sweetness of the
maple syrup with butter on waffles together
on the same plate, somehow bring so much
warmth and nostalgia every time I eat it.
IF YOU COULD HAVE DINNER WITH
SOMEONE LIVING OR DEAD, WHO
WOULD IT BE AND WHY?
Ooh! Great question. My friends and I
often ask each other in different parts
of our lives, to name five people who
are no longer with us, and the answers
change all the time. But I haven’t thought
about someone living. I think at this point
I would choose Greta Thunberg, the
16-year-old climate activist, diagnosed with
Asperger’s syndrome, who is also currently
the youngest nominated recipient of the
Nobel Prize, for her fearlessness in raising
awareness of our current climate crisis.

HOW DO YOU ALLOW YOUR CULTURE TO
SHINE THROUGH YOUR SONGS?
I don’t usually intentionally try to incorporate
any traditional sounds into my music just
for the sake of having it. I usually let it
happen naturally or organically if and
when the song calls for it. I’ve written songs
in Manglish, I’ve even written a song in
my dialect of Bahasa Sarawak, making
it the first Bahasa Sarawak song in an
international album. ‘Siboh Kitak Nangis’
(Don’t You Cry) has since been on NPR
(National Public Radio, KCRW, Morning
Becomes Eclectic) in the States, and on
various Korean dramas as well. Being
back in Malaysia has also inspired me to
explore more of our traditional sounds and
they have since acquainted themselves
through my music as my appreciation and
understanding of them grow.
IF YOU WERE TO GIVE SOMEONE ADVICE
ON LIFE OR HOW TO START SONGWRITING,
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY?
I was thinking how both of those things
are so different, but as I thought harder, I
realised that you should take your time in
both. Everyone has different paces and
timings to learn their lessons and everyone
learns the same lessons, just in different
situations, all of which, reward us with

wisdom. Wisdom to make decisions and
share our experiences with those who
may need to hear them. So just like in
songwriting, just share your stories because
you never know who might need to hear
them, and not have them feel like they are
alone.
WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON THE
LOCAL TALENT POOL AND ON BOOSTING
THEM?
I think local talents have since progressed
since I left for America about 12 years
ago, be it in music or theatre, and basically
everything that covers art. I am very happy
to see such versatility and boldness they
have and it’s so refreshing that now, their
voices have become clearer and their talents
have various platforms for them to showcase
these. I definitely think we have many
talented artistes though I also think what
we need most are appreciators. We need
more people who are able to appreciate
art for itself, not the exterior of the vessels
of artistry. Basically, focus and appreciate
talent more than looks. This above all will
definitely give our local talents the muchdeserved boost they need. Positivity from
appreciators.
YOU TRAVEL FREQUENTLY. WHAT HAS BEEN
THE MOST MEMORABLE PERFORMANCE TO
DATE?
I can safely say I have had the honour of
performing on some of the most historic and
notable stages around the world. Hollywood
Bowl, Santa Barbara Bowl, both of which
have had artistes I’ve admired graced
them... Jimi Hendrix, The Doors, Janis
Joplin, Joni Mitchell, Bob Dylan and many
more. I’ve sold out a headline show at LA’s
legendary venue, The Troubadour, where
artistes like Neil Young, Richard Pryor,
James Taylor and Elton John (just to name a
few) made their debut. I remember that one
as it was one of my first ever shows because
I had 400 people at a sold-out venue
singing my songs, and I cried as soon as I
got off stage because I wished my parents
were also there.
I’ve performed on the National Geographic
Orion for a TED Talk marine conservation
expedition led by world-renowned
oceanographer Dr. Sylvia Earle (Mission
Blue) as we sailed from Papua New Guinea
to the Solomon Islands.

“AS A BORNEAN,
WE ALSO HAVE OUR FAIR
SHARE OF FOOD THAT OTHERS
CONSIDER STRANGE, SUCH AS
‘LINUT’ WHICH IS MADE FROM
SAGO FLOUR.”
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I am happy to note that our latest May passenger traffic figure for the
group’s network of airports continues to record growth of 3.8% to 135.1
million on a 12-month basis. The passenger movements performance
in our Malaysian airports in particular show “uniquely positive” results
for both domestic and international air travel despite the month of
Ramadhan.
As indicated by our recently released first quarter results for 2019,
the group’s revenue rose by 3% to RM1,252.3 million due to higher
passenger growth, of which the Malaysia operations contributed
RM931.7 million in revenue.
While our Malaysia’s traffic growth has been driven by the domestic
sector, our international traffic movements has also been improving,
thanks to continued efforts to add new airlines and routes.
Although IATA recently downgraded its 2019 outlook for the global air
transport industry to achieve US$28 billion profit instead of its earlier
US$35.5 billion forecast in December 2018, IATA said the routes served
by the aviation sector is expected to grow to over 58,000 this year
while the global commercial fleet will increase by 3.67% to over 30,697
aircraft.
Airlines are also expected to take delivery of more than 1,770 new
aircraft in 2019 to replace older and less fuel-efficient aircraft while
global spend on tourism enabled by air transport will increase by 7.8%
to US$909 billion.

Airport CEO Speaks
A leading cor por at e leader wit h
s tr ong f inancial bac kg r ound and
ext ensi ve exper ience in var ious
f ields, he is cur r ent l y s t eer ing
Mala ysia A ir por t s t o g r eat er
height s.
This month, Raja Azmi Raja
Nazuddin shares his optimism on
the growing demand for domestic
and international air travel into
Malaysia, backed not only by its
own data but also recent findings
from the International Air Transport
Association (IATA) on the global
aviation sector.

On the home front, Malaysia’s tourism industry has shown positive
growth of 16.9% to RM21.4 billion in terms of tourist expenditure
during the first quarter of 2019 while its arrival figures showed 2.7%
increase to 6,696,230 tourists. All this augurs well for the aviation
sector as we work very closely with the tourism stakeholders and airlines
to achieve the numbers and raise the awareness of Malaysia as a top
destination, including for health and wellness tourism as well as for
meetings, incentives, conference and events.
This is also in line with our goal to be the preferred airport for
the region. As such, we are constantly on our toes to improve the
experience at our airports not only for our passengers but also for
other users including the airlines’ crew. Our Operational Readiness,
Activation and Transition exercise for the new dedicated processing
centre for departing airline crew at klia2 has been successfully carried
out.
This new integrated centre will reduce the processing time of departing
crew to reach the boarding gates by 60% for domestic and 44% for
international respectively. We believe in improving the operational
efficiency for our airline partners so that they can enjoy enhanced
business processes and prudent cost management.
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In February, Malaysia
made headline news when
it was announced that the
International Living’s 2019
Global Retirement Index had
championed our country as
the most ideal country for
healthcare.

three in the categories of visa and residence,
renting and healthy lifestyle.

In detail, it revealed the advantage that
Malaysia’s healthcare industry have
over her peers. Among them cited were
affordability, well-qualified medical staff,
ease of communication and state-of-the-art
infrastructure. Overall, Malaysia has scored
95 out of 100 points in the healthcare
category of the index.

Martin, from the United Kingdom came to
Malaysia in light of hearing many great
things about its healthcare and this is what
he had to say, “I required a hernia operation
a few years ago which I chose to have at
the Tropicana Medical Centre (now known
as Thomson Hospital Kota Damansara),
in Petaling Jaya. The whole process from
beginning to end was efficient and very
professional. I had confidence in the
consultant from the moment I walked through
the door because he was authoritative and
reassuring. We talked through different options
and the consultant explained the whole
procedure in just enough detail. The best thing
of all was the consultant making the effort
to contact my wife after his ward rounds at
10pm on the day of the operation to explain
how I was doing. The post-op nursing care
was very good and the nurses were attentive
when I needed them. All in all, it was a good
experience”.

Additionally, according to the Joint Commission
International (JCI)- a US based healthcare
accreditation organisation considered to be the
gold standard in healthcare assessment around
the globe, there are 13 hospitals in Malaysia,
which are endorsed by them. In general,
Malaysian hospitals excel at cardiology,
oncology, fertility, orthopaedics and cosmetic
surgery.
In the overall index of the world’s best place
to retire in 2019, Malaysia ranked fifth out of
25 countries as well as ranking among the top
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And we are still just scratching the surface of
Malaysia’s achievements in the healthcare
industry. It was in October 2018, when the
World Health Organisation (WHO) stated
that Malaysia became the first country in the
WHO Western Pacific Region to be certified
as eliminated mother-to-child transmission of
HIV and syphilis. This huge feat was stated by
Dr Shin Young-soo, WHO Regional Director
for the Western Pacific, “this could not have
been achieved without Malaysia’s strong
commitment to ensuring access to quality and
affordable health services for all women,
children and families”. This programme is
worthy of national pride and places Malaysia
at the forefront of the global effort to protect
future generations, ensuring that every child
has a fresh start in their lives.

The accolades continue to pile up as Malaysia
has been recognised as the ‘Health and
Medical Tourism: Destination of the Year’ for
three consecutive years from 2015 to last year
by the International Medical Travel Journal
(IMTJ).

In 2005, the Ministry of Health Malaysia
(MOH) established a small unit to strengthen
the country’s fledgling medical tourism industry.
As the industry grew, so did the government’s
acknowledgment of the need for a facilitating
agency to drive the development of the
industry, leading to the launch of the Malaysia
Healthcare Travel Council (MHTC) in July
2009. Since then, MHTC has spearheaded
Malaysia’s exponential ascent by curating
and streamlining industry players and service

providers to a more focused developmental
strategy to raise Malaysia’s profile in the
global medical tourism industry.
The impact of MHTC’s developmental
strategy has seen the total number of
healthcare travellers increase from 643,000
to over 1.2 million from 2011 to 2018. From
2015 to 2018, Malaysia’s medical tourism
industry has been growing at a compound
annual growth rate of 17% in comparison to
the Asia Pacific performance of 15% in the
same period. At the moment, MHTC places
Malaysia as the Asian hub for fertility and
cardiology, as well as the leading global
destination for healthcare travel.
From the 1.2 million healthcare travellers
that visited Malaysia, our economy achieved
close to RM1.5 billion in revenue; this
translates to almost RM3-4 billion to the
country’s GDP (this calculation is based on
a multiplier effect of 2.24* times of hospital
receipt which factors in out-of-hospital
spending such as wellness, transportation,
accommodation, as well as including touristic
activities). The increase in these travellers
implies increased revenue for Malaysian
airports and the airlines that call KLIA and
klia2 home. At the moment, Indonesians
consist of 60% of the medical tourists, while
the remaining are from China, Myanmar,
Vietnam and the Middle East region.

In fact, Doctor Zarul Azham Mohd. Zulkifli, a
gynaecologist and the head of Putra Medical
Centre in Sungai Buloh has observed that
Malaysian doctors especially from the states
of Penang, Melaka, Johor Bahru and Kuala
Lumpur have been reaping the benefits of
this exponential rise in medical tourists. In
the recent years, waves of medical tourists
from Thailand have been entering Penang;
Indonesian tourists have generally been going
to Johor; meanwhile Singaporeans have been
making their way to Kuala Lumpur as well
as the state of Johor, because of the state’s
proximity to the neighbouring country.
MHTC commends Malaysia Airports Holdings
Berhad (MAHB) for a successful partnership
in providing a unique ‘end-to-end’ service for
medical travellers that come through Malaysian
airports. This service provides a smooth
experience for patients from arrival at the
airport to the doorsteps of the hospital.
Dedicated personnel greet the healthcare
traveller at their arrival gate and assist them
all the way through immigration and luggage
claim. As a result of a fruitful partnership
between MHTC and MAHB, healthcare
lounges in KL International Airport (KLIA and
klia2) and Penang International Airport have
been set up to service both incoming and
outgoing healthcare travellers, from when
they land until they return home.
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AVIATION NEWS

Qatar Airways’ Qsuite On
Kuala Lumpur Route
Mohamed Sallauddin Hj Mat Sah,
Malaysia Airports’ general manager of
Airline Marketing Division, is a strong
supporter of the effective tripartite synergy
when airports, airlines and tourism
organisations or partners such as MHTC
work together, because he believes it is
ultimately the ordinary traveller who benefits.
“I am thoroughly convinced of the key
role that airports play in the tourismmix”, he says. “People fly for various
reasons. Business, studies, family visits,
health, training-courses, special events…
The list grows, as air-travel becomes a
commonplace. However, it is tourism,
specifically health tourism that brings the
vital volume in traffic, both for the airports
and for the countries involved. In some
ways, tourism is the life-blood of modern
commercial aviation”.
“One of the reasons we are happy to work
very closely with MHTC is because of the
enlightened vision and dynamism of its
leadership. It is extremely encouraging to
see the synergy work so effectively, as
we can see from the statistic that the
total number of healthcare travellers has
increased from 643,000 to over 1.2 million
from 2011 to 2018”.
“I have always been a keen supporter
in ensuring a continuous and consistent
relationship with our tourism partners
in complementing airport-tourism
communication, as we look at strengthening
the connectivity in 2019 and the
anticipation of increased tourism arrivals for
Visit Malaysia 2020”.
On the other hand, a working relationship
with the Immigration Department of
Malaysia has resulted in the all-new eVISA
(Medical) platform. eVISA (Medical) is
an electronic visa that facilitates the entry
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of healthcare travellers seeking medical
treatment in Malaysia’s private hospitals.
This meant that medical travellers are able to
enter our country on multiple entries without
the hassle of re-applying for a visa.
There is even better news for medical
travellers that are considering Malaysia for
their retirement. According to the Mercer
Quality of Living Ranking 2019 survey,
Kuala Lumpur is placed second spot in
Southeast Asia behind Singapore. Moreover,
Bloomberg has placed Kuala Lumpur as the
least expensive city in Asia for opulent living.
Which brings us to the aspect of retirement
tourism as medical tourists often consider
Malaysia as a retirement destination.
Maybank Kim Eng Holding Ltd regional
economist Dr Chua Hak Bin points out
that Malaysia My Second Home Program
(MM2H) has made it very convenient
for medical tourists and foreigners in
general to acquire long-term stay visas
in Malaysia. Consequently, Malaysia
outperforms its ASEAN neighbours in
terms of retirement tourism as well.
Chua also pointed out that Penang
comes highly recommended by
the International Living Magazine,
which ranks Malaysia among the
world’s top five best countries to
retire in. Retirement village such
as Eden-on-the-Park in Kuching,
Sarawak, and The Green Leaf in
Sepang, Selangor are also seeing
exponential foreign demand.
Essentially, this means that Malaysia is
increasingly gaining international prestige
as an ideal country for medical care and
retirement; bringing more than just volume
and revenue through our airports, but also
a shining example of an international-class
healthcare industry that also benefit its
own citizens.

Qatar Airways’ Business Class
passengers flying between
Kuala Lumpur and Doha
will experience a significant
upgrade as the airline will
introduce their A350-900
aircraft for the route.
The award-winning Qsuite Business Class
Seat features the industry’s first-ever double
bed available in Business Class. It also offers
privacy panels that stow away, which enable
passengers to create their own private space,
making it easier for families, business partners
or other groups to socialise with each other
more personally, setting a new standard for
luxury travel in the aviation industry.
Other features include 21.5-inch entertainment
monitors with touchscreen controls and over
4,000 menu options, and the media panel
that comes with an all-access power port, with
USB, HDMI and NFC capabilities.
Qsuite seats are thoughtfully dressed in the
latest and finest fabrics and the cabin interiors
are designed in Qatar Airways’ signature
colours of burgundy and grey, enhanced with
elegant and warm rose gold detailing. They
also offer ambient mood lighting and generous
storage space.

Marwan Koleilat, Qatar Airways Senior
Vice President Asia Pacific said: “We are
delighted to introduce our Qsuite Business
Class experience to our travellers in Kuala
Lumpur. We have certainly brought a whole
new meaning to business and luxury travel
with Qsuite, which has set a benchmark in the
aviation industry. The availability of Qsuite on
Kuala Lumpur flights will definitely enhance
the way people travel to and from the nation’s
capital”.
He added, “The addition of Qsuite to the
Kuala Lumpur route highlights our continuous
commitment to providing the highest quality
and service to our valued customers. We want
to ensure that their travel experience is one that
is luxurious, sophisticated and uniquely tailored
to their needs”.
Earlier in April, the airline announced
additional services to Malaysia with direct
flights to Langkawi which will begin later this
year. The flights to Langkawi will operate
four-times weekly via Penang from Doha
starting 15 October 2019. The service will
subsequently increase to five-times weekly from
27 October 2019.
The award-winning airline first launched
service to Malaysia in December 2001, and
currently operates a triple-daily service to Kuala

Lumpur. It then launched its service to its second
Malaysian destination, Penang, in February
2018 and flies there four-times weekly.
Qatar Airways currently flies to more than
160 destinations worldwide while operating
a modern fleet of 250 aircraft through its hub,
Hamad International Airport (HIA). In March
2019, the airline celebrated the arrival of
its 250th aircraft in its ever-growing fleet of
passenger, cargo and executive aircraft.
For more information,
please call 03 – 2118 6100
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Etihad Airways Unveiled
New Customisable Economy
Experience

ZIPAIR Tokyo Established,
Unveiled Aircraft and Uniform Design

In March, T.B.L. Co. Ltd.
Representative Director and
President Shingo Nishida
announced the name of
Japan’s first medium to
long-haul low-cost carrier as
ZIPAIR. The new carrier is
being prepared for launch
during the summer of 2020.
‘ZIPAIR Tokyo’ is derived from the word ZIP,
which connotes speed, analogising how
fast time passes by on a unique airline. In
addition, the brand name incorporates the
idea of travelling to destinations in various ZIP
codes while encompassing the originality and

At the Arabian Travel Market
in Dubai in April, Etihad
Airways unveiled a major
transformation programme to
enhance Economy experience.
It starts with cabin upgrade and refurbishment
of their 23 narrow-body Airbus A320 and
A321 aircraft. The retrofit programme, which
includes new personalised wireless streaming
entertainment to smartphone and tablet
devices, is scheduled for completion in August
this year.
Malaysian travellers would be delighted to
know that the airline is also introducing a
new and improved Economy dining concept
on all its flights as part of a wider programme
of enhancements to its inflight catering.
Tony Douglas, Group Chief Executive Officer,
Etihad Aviation Group, said: “Etihad has
always been a challenger brand, shaping
the future of travel as the market constantly
changes. We are bringing the leadership
and innovation to Economy travel which we
have long established in our award-winning
Business, First and The Residence cabins”.
“As part of our ‘Choose Well’ promise, we
are empowering our guests with more control
of their travel experiences, through onboard
digital transformation, improved choice and
redesigned cabins and products”.
He continued, “As a leading full-service airline,
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ingenuity of Japanese culture. The word Tokyo
is added to the name as the airline will be
based in Tokyo.
In April, ZIPAIR Tokyo Inc. unveiled the design
of its aircraft and uniforms to be worn by
flight crew, flight attendants and ground staff
for the launch in 2020. The uniforms worn
by flight crew, cabin attendants and ground
staff were designed by fashion designer Taro
Horiuchi, who works for the popular fashion

brand ‘Taro Horiuchi’ based on the concept of
‘coordination and unity’.
On the aircraft, the vertical tail fin will feature
the corporate symbol on a grey background.
Also, a thin green line stretches on the side of
the fuselage, which denote the aircraft flying
straight toward the destination like an arrow.
For more information,
please call 03 – 2287 6888

Cebu Pacific’s WiFi Kit
Keeps Passengers Connected
Etihad is adapting to meet the specific needs
and requirements of all travellers, providing
more of what they really want to enjoy inflight.
This not only delivers greater choice and
personalisation, it also ensures we continue
to provide a superior, commercially wise and
sustainable service offering”.
Etihad is progressively upgrading the
Economy cabins of its narrow-body fleet of
Airbus A320 and A321 aircraft. The first stage
of enhancements to the Economy experience
began in 2017 with new seating options such
as Neighbour-Free Seats, Economy Space,
and Preferred Seats introduced on the widebody fleet.
Etihad has also launched a redesigned
and enhanced complimentary dining
concept on all its flights. On journeys of

over three hours, the main course of the core
complimentary dining service is now a larger,
contemporary bistro-style meal which is higher
in quality, with a focus on fresh seasonal
ingredients and more destination focussed
choices.
As part of the new dining sequence, delightful
dessert items will be served separately with
the after-meal coffee and tea service, reducing
clutter on the tray during the main meal. On
shorter flights, dessert will be served with the
main meal.
Etihad is also refreshing soft products including
new blankets, pillows and headrest covers to
further enhance inflight comfort and ambience.
For more information,
please call 03 – 2687 2222

100 countries. It can connect to up to
five devices and can also function as a
power bank.

Passengers departing from
Ninoy Aquino International
Airport with Cebu Pacific
can now have web access
throughout their journey by
renting the CEB WiFi Kit at
the airport.
The kit is a rentable, portable hotspot, for
those who need roaming and web access
services throughout their trip. In partnership
with Big Sky Nation, the CEB WiFi Kit allows
travellers to enjoy unlimited data roaming
with up to 4G/LTE speeds in over

The CEB WiFi Kit is available for
flights departing at the Ninoy Aquino
International Airport Terminal 3. Passengers
may rent devices at the CEB WiFi Kit booth
located before the boarding gates at the
NAIA Terminal 3, up to one hour before
the scheduled time of departure. Upon
returning to Manila, CEB WiFi kit renters
can return the device and claim their
deposit at the Arrival Hall of the NAIA
Terminal 3.
Candice Iyog, Cebu Pacific Vice President
for Marketing and Distribution said, “Staying
connected is now a must-have in every
traveller’s journey. With this in mind, we
have looked into how we may delight our

passengers further and make more moments
happen on their travels. The CEB WiFi Kit is
a cost-efficient and convenient alternative to
buying temporary SIM cards or renting WiFi
kits at foreign destinations”.
For more information,
please visit www.cebupacificair.com.
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Air Busan Operates Two Direct
Connections to Kota Kinabalu

Batik Air Operates Daily Flights Between
Jakarta and Penang
Sabah has become more
accessible to South Koreans
than ever.

On 30 May, Batik Air made
its inaugural flight from
Soekarno-Hatta International
Airport, Jakarta to Penang
International Airport.

On 15 May, Air Busan began a four times
weekly flights between Daegu, South Korea
and Kota Kinabalu, flying every Monday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Batik Air was warmly welcomed by Penang
International Airport Senior Manager, Mohd
Nadzim Hashim; Chief Executive Officer
of Penang Global Tourism, Mr Ooi Chok
Yan, and Malindo Air Government Relations
Director, Raja Sa’adi Raja Amrin.
Group CEO of Malaysia Airports, Raja Azmi
Raja Nazuddin said, “The new Batik Air
route will benefit both countries well. We
are pleased to see that Penang International
Airport can attract another airline to strengthen
its regional connectivity. Our aim is to create
greater value for Malaysia by operating from
airports other than Kuala Lumpur. From January
to April 2019, Penang International Airport
recorded 1.2 million international passenger
traffic movements, a 10.4% growth compared
to the same period last year. Batik Air is the
third airline that offers Jakarta - Penang route.
This will provide more choices for business
travellers and tourists, including medical tourists
that Penang is known for, as it is a centre for
medical tourism”.
Capt. Achmad Luthfie, Chief Executive
Officer of Batik Air said, “On behalf of the
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The carrier also commenced its second
connection between Busan, South Korea and
Kota Kinabalu on a daily basis from 22 May.

management, we are very proud to introduce
Penang as Batik Air’s new destination. Batik Air
would like to express its highest appreciation
and thanks for the support and cooperation
of regulators, airport managers, air traffic
controllers, and those who have been involved
with the preparation of the event”.

Batam, Jambi, Palembang, Lubuk Linggau,
Tanjung Pandan, Lampung, Semarang,
Yogyakarta, Surabaya, Denpasar, Lombok,
Kupang, Pontianak, Banjarmasin, Makassar,
Kendari, Palu, Manado, Gorontalo, Ambon,
Ternate, Sorong, Manokwari, Jayapura
and Merauke.

With the new route, passengers from various
cities in Indonesia can transit at SoekarnoHatta, then continue with their journey to
Penang and likewise for travellers from Penang
to the various parts of Indonesia.

Batik Air operates the Boeing 737-800NG
aircraft for the Soekarno-Hatta - Penang route.
The aircraft has a capacity of 12 business
class and 150 economy class seats.

From Soekarno-Hatta, Batik Air flies to
Banda Aceh, Medan, Padang, Pekanbaru,

For more information,
please visit www.batikair.com

At the announcement in Kota Kinabalu on 9
May, YB Datuk Christina Liew, Sabah Deputy
Chief Minister and Minister of Tourism, Culture,
and Environment said, “Thank you to Air Busan
for this good news. New airlines flying from
a new destination is part of our on-going
efforts to make Sabah easily accessible from
international destinations”.
She added, “I would like to congratulate Air
Busan for commencing two routes from South
Korea in just less than 2 weeks. It shows that
they have strong confidence in our destination
and tourism products”.
With the additional connectivity, Sabah will
be receiving a total of 48 weekly direct flights
from South Korea.
Raja Azmi Raja Nazuddin, Malaysia Airports’
Group Chief Executive Officer said, “Malaysia
Airports is delighted to welcome Air Busan
to Kota Kinabalu International Airport (BKI).

Currently, four airlines from South Korea are
operating at BKI - Jeju Air, Eastar Jet, Jin Air
and Air Seoul, with a significant increase of
6.8% of traffic growth between South Korea
and BKI in 2018 as compared to the year
before. Therefore, we see massive potential
for both Daegu-Kota Kinabalu and Busan-Kota
Kinabalu routes. We are confident that the
airline is poised to gain by operating these
two sectors”.

At a press conference, Air Busan general
manager for Kota Kinabalu, Jung Sang-bong
said Koreans love coming to Sabah and that
more than half of their travellers choose the
state as their favourite destination.

Raja Azmi added that Malaysia Airports is
committed towards building a strong and
mutually beneficial relationship with Air Busan
to support its growth and make the airline’s
operation a continuous success. “We are also
thankful to the Ministry of Transport Malaysia
and Sabah Tourism Board for their support in
facilitating the commencement of Air Busan into
Kota Kinabalu,” he said.

Up to March, Sabah has received more
than 1 million total visitors, an increase of
9.1% compared to the same period last
year. From the total arrivals, 82,074 are
from South Korea.

He added, “Koreans love the sunset and
the oceans and are looking forward to
sightseeing and travelling via Sabah’s old
rail transport”.

For more information,
please visit www.airbusan.com
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Malaysia Airlines and Japan Airlines
Enhance Cooperation
Malaysia Airlines Berhad (MAB) and Japan
Airlines (JAL) announced the signing of a
memorandum of understanding to pursue
a joint business agreement to enhance the
quality of services provided by both carriers
on flights between Malaysia and Japan.
The cooperation marks a new chapter which will provide even more
value to customers.
MAB and JAL will also seek to extend cooperation by exchanging best
practices, exploring collaboration in other operational areas such as
cargo and jointly develop tourism in both Japanese and Malaysian
markets.
Captain Izham Ismail, Group Chief Executive Officer of Malaysia
Airlines said, “Japan Airlines has always had strong commercial links
with the national carrier and we are delighted to have taken this next
important step with our close oneworld partner. This partnership will
provide better efficiencies and a more comprehensive network for our

customers whilst also playing a key role in further strengthening trade ties
between Malaysia and Japan, increasing tourism and promoting Kuala
Lumpur International Airport as an air hub”.
Subject to the relevant approvals, Malaysia Airlines and Japan Airlines
intend to start the joint business in 2020 to coincide with the Tokyo
Olympics.
For more information, please visit www.malaysiaairlines.com.

Airbus Celebrates
50-Year
Milestone

In May, Airbus began
celebrating the company’s
50-year anniversary,
showcasing key moments
of pioneering progress
throughout the past five
decades.
At the launch of the campaign in Toulouse,
Guillaume Faury, CEO of Airbus said, “Airbus’
story is one of ambition and progress, and has
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been a showcase of European integration.
Over five decades, we have brought together
civil and defence aviation businesses from
throughout the continent. For 50 years, we
have pioneered many firsts through our passion
and innovation, transforming the industry and
helping to move society forward. Airbus is a
story of incredible men and women, a story of
great achievements in the past and, above all,
in the future”.
Running from 29 May to 17 July, the campaign
has brought new, engaging content published
across Airbus channels, with new stories
released each day for 50 consecutive days.

Foodie Couple from Korea
Serves Soul Food
The couple from Seoul, Han
Hyodong and Kim Hoon,
opened their business in
klia2 in 2018 to share the
unique taste of their fried
chicken recipe. The foodie
couple has crafted a menu
of different varieties of fried
chicken, which includes
signature dishes Spicy
Ramyeon, Soy Garlic Fried
Chicken, Soul Chicken Burger,
and the iconic Korean Crispy
Fried Chicken.
Han and Kim’s passion for cooking their
homeland’s cuisine has resulted in very
scrumptious flavours distinct from the average
fried chicken found in fast food franchises.
They explained that one of the most essential
parts of their recipe is the oil. Soul Chicken
exclusively uses sunflower seed oil, which has

a significantly higher boiling point than palm
oil, which is better for deep-frying. This means
that the chicken will never be cooked until
its brown (an indication of the chicken being
burnt).
The chicken meat is never frozen while only
premium grade chicken is used. This in turn
will allow the chicken to retain much of its
juiciness, enhancing the flavour for customers
to enjoy.

Thus far, Soul Chicken has been well received
by travellers from all walks of life. Part of their
success is because many Korean travellers
pass through klia2 and they firmly believe that
the endorsement of their food from their fellow
compatriots is the best ‘seal of approval’ that
they could ask for.
Soul Chicken is located at Lot No. S2-3-L39,
Level 3, Sector 2, Terminal klia2.

Wincaa Wins Travellers Hearts

The campaign highlighted ground-breaking
innovations and showed many aspects of the
Airbus business, including commercial aircraft,
helicopters, space and defence, as well as
programmes and initiatives.
The 50 anniversary campaign also looked to
the future, exploring how Airbus continued to
shape the industry with pioneering innovations
that addressed some of society’s most critical
issues, including pioneering electric flight to
reduce emissions, digitising aerospace design,
or developing new urban air mobility options.
th

For more information,
please visit www.airbus.com.

Designed with a “grab-to-go”
concept, Wincaa presents itself
as the preferred place to go
for a “value-for-money” meal
served with milk tea. With
“Win” meaning happy and
to succeed and “caa” derived
from the Chinese word
meaning “tea”, the outlet is
designed precisely to cater for
travellers with Asian tastes.
Wincaa imports their ingredients to ensure
authenticity and taste for customers; for
example, the bubbles are sourced from Taiwan
and tea leaves are imported from Thailand.
While the rest are made from local ingredients,
the recipes are completely their own. Some of
the concoctions that have been made are a
result of customer trend research: Bandung Tea,
Thai Milk Tea, Taiwanese Milk Tea and Brown
Sugar Milk Tea.

Onn Cheng Yoke, Group Operations Manager
of Wincaa stated, “Our intricately curated
menu of food and teas have successfully
tailored to the tastes of our customers that come
through klia2; this is reflected by our yearly
revenue which has more than doubled since
the launch of Wincaa in March, 2018. We
are constantly striving to explore new recipes
and marketing strategies to attract customers to
give Wincaa a try”.
The owner, Tan T. L. of Wincaa stated, “Our
decision to have an outlet in klia2 comes
from our passion to serve Asian travellers
and other people from all walks of life that
love Asian cuisine. We have been successful
in our business thus far, and I believe it is
because we are placed strategically near to
the departure hall check-in counters, S, T and
U which promotes traffic to the aisles where
our shop is located. And because of our grabto-go concept, many travellers drop by for a
quick drink and bite before their flight”.

Wincaa is located at Lot No. S2-3-L06,
Level 3, Sector 2, Terminal klia2.
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AVIATION INTERVIEW WITH
JOHNSON FRANCIS
Executive Director of Oscar Holidays

Johnson Francis comes from humble beginnings but now runs a company with the prestigious
position of being the General Sales Agent (GSA) for airlines such as SriLankan Airlines,
Kenya Airways and Air Arabia. A gentle and visionary man, Johnson envisions Oscar
Holidays to be one of the leading travel companies who would play a significant part of
boosting the tourism and aviation industry in Malaysia. Johnson speaks to Airlink about his
journey leading Oscar Holidays and why he sees his company continuing its success streak.

AVIATION INTERVIEW

Please tell us more about Oscar
Holidays and the company’s
history in the tourism and aviation
industry.
We were founded in 2008; at the very
beginning we focused on being as diverse
as possible, this meant Oscar Holidays has
been equipped with all the services and
skills necessary to provide all the segments
of the tourism business. A full-fledged travel
agency for example would provide services
for inbound and outbound travel, airline
ticketing, ground transportation, online travel
services, airline representation, as well as
arranging business-related travels such as
MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conference and
Exhibitions).
In 2016, a big milestone came when
SriLankan Airlines & Mihin Lanka appointed us
to represent them (Mihin Lanka Airways was
later merged and absorbed into SriLankan
Airlines). 6 months after, we gained another
airline when we won the bid to represent
Kenya Airways. And finally in December
2018, we won the bid to represent Air Arabia
as their GSA in Malaysia, marking our most
recent achievement and milestone.
As Executive Director, what are
your plans and vision for Oscar
Holidays in the upcoming years?
Our vision for the next few years is to become
one of the leading travel companies in
Malaysia and to continue to contribute to the
industry and the nation. To do this, we must
continue to maintain our diversity, which is
our trump card for success. We also pride
ourselves in strategic planning for the increase
of sales for the airlines that we represent.
For example, when we were
appointed by Air Arabia, the initial
plan was to launch the inaugural
flight from Sharjah to Kuala Lumpur
in November this year. However,
during the summer holidays,
Malaysia sees as much as 180
Arab travellers per flight from
the 42 Middle Eastern cities
where Air Arabia operates.
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Furthermore, on average, travellers from
the UAE spend not less than seven nights in
Malaysia. It would have been a significant loss
of a good opportunity should we have carried
out the initial plans. Instead, we now have the
first inaugural flight coming in from Sharjah
on the 1st of July. Therefore, we are expecting
this seasonal performance to bring significant
contribution to the Malaysian economy.
Recently, the overall global
economy for aviation seems to
indicate some difficulty. What
are the initiatives that you are
implementing to overcome this?
In all the vicissitudes of business, there will
always be trying times; however we have
consistently increased our revenue with
every passing year since our inception. For
example, in 2017, we grew our revenue by
10%. And in 2018, we grew our revenue by
15%. This year, we expect to record a similar
growth rate of 16%. This indicates that our
approach to garner sales is able to offset the
current economic circumstances and bring in
significant profit for our partners.
One of the primary factors that contribute
to our success is that our services are very
personalised. This means that we always
maintain open communication with our
partners and customers. In contrast to the usual
airlines business, the personalised touch that
we work hard to provide gives us a better grip
on the market. Additionally, we ensure that our
pricing strategies are on point. In other words,
we always make sure that we sell the airline
tickets at the right place based on demand
and supply.
All in all, we are always in search of
business opportunities; despite any form of
complications, we are always determined and
forward-striving.
What are your market strategies
to promote sales and to achieve
targets set by the airlines you
represent?
There are two main aspects that an airline
requires from their GSA: cost efficiency and
good sales. Thus, what we do to realise
these objectives is to execute cost-effective
yet competitive business strategies and
personalising our marketing campaigns.
Additionally, we tailor our initiatives based on
market intelligence reports; by doing this we
are able to find the most appropriate action to

increase our sales according to market trends.
Furthermore, we achieve our targets by
widening our distribution channel. At Oscar
Holidays, we are very open to engaging as
many travel agencies as possible. To increase
awareness, we often advertise that travellers
can buy directly from their preferred travel
agent or airline website. Our goal is to make
the airlines we represent as accessible as
possible to potential customers.
Please tell us more about your
experience with Air Arabia.
Besides the premium planes that Air
Arabia possesses, I can personally testify
to the efficiency that this airlines has.
During the bidding process of obtaining our
appointment, the process only took over a
month to complete. An open tender at this
scale, often requires multiple stages, as the
airline had to filter through the potential
companies that they invited for the process.
We also had to fly into the UAE to participate
in the interview after being shortlisted. Within
a few weeks, we received the call of our
successful appointment.
Since then, their efficiency and communication
has been exceptional. Whenever we required
approval for our marketing campaigns, they
always responded within two to three hours.
The city of Sharjah is the central
hub for Air Arabia; what are the
exciting destinations in Sharjah that
would be of interest to Malaysian
travellers?
A city in the UAE on the Arabian Gulf, Sharjah
is considered the nation’s cultural capital and
is only 30 minutes drive away from the city
centre of Dubai. The city contains a ‘Heritage
Area’ filled with restored homes and museums
devoted to Emirati customs. Additionally, it’s
home to Sharjah Fort, a 19th century royal
residence turned into a local history museum.
On the other hand, there’s an ‘Arts Area’ that
includes the Sharjah Art Museum, displaying
contemporary Arabian and 18th century
Orientalist works. For shopping enthusiasts, the
massive, blue-tiled Central Market is the perfect
destination with more than 600 stores.
For families, the Sharjah Aquarium, the Corniche
waterfront promenade, and the Eye of Emirates
(a 60m tall observation wheel) are ideal places
for Malaysians to experience the UAE.

What do you think about the
unique selling points of Air Arabia?
I believe Air Arabia is one of the best low-cost
airlines to come to Malaysian shores from the
Middle East. Air Arabia has for example, a
large connectivity network of 170 cities in
more than 50 countries and that they possess
long-range planes in their fleet such as the
Airbus A321LR that are able to fly beyond
the 7-hour mark. This is not to mention that
the A321LR has 32 inches of leg space and
that Air Arabia offers 30kg of complimentary
baggage allowance and 10kg hand-carry
allowance even though their prices are very
competitive.
For example, a traveller can book a flight to
Dubai at the cost of RM1,700 and below.
Also, Air Arabia does not compete directly
with the other airlines that we represent.
This is why we believe that we cannot go
wrong with the current business model that
we and our partner airlines share.
What is it about the aviation
industry that drives your passion
for it?
As the aviation industry is an international
sphere, it is the perfect launching point for a
company into the global arena. In Malaysia,
there are over 5000 travel agencies, but
only less than 30 have been appointed by
airlines as GSAs. This means, being one of the
travel companies that has reached this level
is a prestigious position to be in. Currently,
we are representing two national carriers:
Kenya Airways and SriLankan Airlines. The
appointment by airlines of their stature is a
wonderful endorsement of recognition for
Oscar Holidays.
On the other hand, we have also signed
a partnership with Lidl – a German global
discount supermarket chain. This contract
will allow us to promote Malaysia as an
attractive travel destination to European
customers within their stores. This will also
significantly increase sales and visitor
volume to Malaysia. Additionally, this is
also a very cost effective method for our
airline partners in increasing their exposure
to other markets.
Thus, the honour of having achieved this
for my company is a pleasure in itself and
is a powerful drive for me to keep striving
for excellence.
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SUSHI HARA
Made-to-Order Art
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

O

n a seemingly dreary Friday,
we made our way to The Linc
KL to add a little colour to our
day with the whimsical Instagrammable
spots around the newly opened mall and
to try out the offerings from the new kid
on the block, Sushi Hara. We entered the
ambient setting of Sushi Hara expecting
Japanese hospitality. Instead, we got more
than we bargained for. The Malaysian
staff, conversed with executive chef
Harada Junji in Japanese. The setting
offered a world of its own from its exterior,
transporting you to the homeland of sushi.
Fortunately, prior booking allowed us
seats at the chef’s table which was pretty
booked up for a weekday afternoon.
The training of the staff came through
as we were served each starter course
with detailed explanation of each dish,
translating Chef Harada’s culinary
masterpieces to us. At times, it was
unnecessary as each dish could speak
for itself. Our starters included a delicious
play on texture with the combination
of crabmeat, egg, dry sea urchin and
asparagus. The next starter made from
beancurd and topped with crab meat
offered a sweet and savoury taste profile,
as if the intent was to tease our palates.
There were a number of starters which
caught out attention, featuring a mix
of cooking techniques from simmering,
steaming to boiling.

incredible sashimi spread – semi-fatty tuna,
pike conger topped with plum and blood
clam – we applauded Chef Harada’s
ability to harmonise the complex textures of
each meat on a bed of refreshing Japanese
vegetables. Despite the language barrier,
we felt that Chef Harada understood
us better than anyone. The man’s keen
sense of observation had him serve us
tentalising marine produce such as yellow
tail amberjack, flat head fish, torched fatty
tuna, shrimp topped with shrimp brains,
torched sea eel and the highlight was the
unagi crown sushi. Truly, Chef Harada
embodies the Japanese way of life in
achieving perfection with a smile on his
face when you look his way. One of the
finest aspects of the omakase experience
at Sushi Hara is the combination of hot
and cold dishes to excite the guests and
keeping the course fresh all throughout.
From the hot menu, we thoroughly enjoyed
Chef Harada’s unique take on Gindara
Saikyo Yaki (grilled marinated black cod
fish). We left Sushi Hara with more than
satisfied bellies as we learned a few
Japanese phrases and our hearts fluttered
with a sense of purpose, to pay another
visit.
Sushi Hara
2-12 & 2-13, Level 2, The LINC KL,
Jalan Tun Razak, 50400 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 017-821-5556

If one thing is evident from the starter
course, Sushi Hara does not reserve its
best Japanese imports for the mains. You
can expect that the food that arrive at
your table are synchronised with Japan’s
seasonal produce, providing the most
authenthic experience.
Since it was a Friday, we had a bottle
of the best-selling house sake, Kato
Shouten Born Junsui Junmai Daiginjo
Sake to elevate our lunch. Paired with the
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To my surprise, I was relieved to take
a 5-minute walk from The Resort Café
to our villa although I’ve never liked
walking. Perhaps it was the enchanting
scenery through the free-form landscaped
swimming pool with cascading waterfall, I
wondered.

THE VILLAS @ SUNWAY RESORT HOTEL & SPA
Tableau of Tropical Opulence
Located in the bustling township just outside Kuala Lumpur city, this tropical paradise was an
unexpected find for the writer. The lush foliage, marvellous wooden accents and pristine cobaltblue plunge pool exude romance, rustic elegance and a connection with nature to heal the soul.
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

No vacation is complete without a floating breakfast
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As it was an R&R weekend, we booked
a 50-minute Balinese massage at the
famed Mandara Spa. The pathway to
the spa offers plenty of delightful views
of the manicured lawn and breathtaking
foliage. Our session began with our genial
therapist serving us a delicious cold ginger
Traditional design meets modern practicality at The Villas
tea before allowing us to pick the massage
oil for our session. During the massage,
There are two options for the dining menu, we were asked from time to time if we
ocated just 35 minutes away from the
western and Middle Eastern. With cravings wanted to adjust the pressure or if we were
Kuala Lumpur International Airport
comfortable.
for fragrant biryani to warm ourselves in
(KLIA) and 25 minutes from the city
the cool breezy weather, we chose the
centre, The Villas was our luxe abode for
By the end of our stay, we had made
latter. Menu highlights from the 4-course
the weekend. When the driver picked
plans to return. The Villas offer ample
dinner included the incredible grilled
us up from the Sunway Resort Hotel
convenience and unprecedented service
salmon, Turkish lamb chops, shish taouk
and Spa concierge, we didn’t expect
for guests to relax and unwind. The staff
(chicken skewers), tiger prawns on a bed
that we would discover such a tropical
took every opportunity to remind us that
of Arabian rice and vegetables.
gem in the urban sprawl called Sunway
they were thinking of us with simple
City. Moreover, we were told we had a
Ingeniously, The Villas also offer a Floating gestures. When time constraint gets you
personal butler and chauffer for the next
down from making staycation plans, you
Breakfast so you can take full advantage
48 hours. Unlike the usual passe checkto fill your social media feed with enviable may want to consider The Villas for an
in at counters, we opted for an in-room
unforgettable urban tropical escape.
photos. Another not-to-be-missed dining
check in to enjoy the exclusive nature of
experience is the a la carte lunch at The
the resort.
For bookings, visit: www.sunwayhotels.
Resort Café. We particularly enjoyed the
com
flavoursome and rich Fish Head Curry.
Our room was a private paradise with
a towel swan and heart-shaped throw
pillow to make us feel like we were
having a honeymoon in Bali without
leaving Kuala Lumpur. The four-poster
bed was embellished with beige curtains,
complementing the warm lighting in
the room and the composition was
accentuated with the cobalt-blue infinity
pool within view. The room even had
space for a living area furnished with a
sun bed with chartreuse throw pillows
and a fabric lounge chair. Beyond that
was the private balcony to enjoy the
unadulterated view of the flourishing
surrounding greenery.

L

With such luxury within the comfort of our
villa, we decided to try the Candlelight
Dinner. Our butler prepared an elaborate
setting with tea candles and candle
lanterns, a supremely romantic table
setting with petals of roses heightening
the already romantic feel of the place.

Relax, unwind and pamper yourself at Mandara Spa
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ROBERTO CAVALLI

Material: Fine Bone China
Price: From RM500 per dinner plate

THIS SEASON’S MUST-HAVE
DINNERWARE

Glamourous, fun and on occasion, whimsical
best describe the design approach of the Italian
brand. Roberto Cavalli Jaguar Collection is the
latest collection in the market which features a bold
design, a jaguar skin rosette patterned surface.
If you want to make an impression, this is the
dinnerware set you’d want. You can shop for the
dinnerware set at Robinsons in Shoppes at Four
Seasons Place.

Tasteful additions for your dinner table
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

As the year-end festivities draw closer, it might be time to revamp your dinnerware and add these designer
collections. These could also be options to your gift list for all the weddings you’ll be attending. Some names
might be familiar from the red carpet such as Versace, Roberto Cavalli and Tiffany, while other names are music
to the ears of dinnerware enthusiasts. We list out the must-have collections for the season in this issue.

NORITAKE

Material: Fine Bone China
Price: From RM1,100 per 20pc dinner set
Acknowledged as one of the leading brands in dinnerware, Noritake is an
excellent choice as a gift for any occasion. When you walk to the third floor
of Robinsons in Shoppes at Four Seasons Place, you will hardly miss the
brand with it having one of the largest displays in the section. Our pick this
season is the Noritake Toorak Noir, an elegant collection with a crisp bank
of black on a white fine china body, accentuated by platinum lines.

IVV

Material: Glass
Price: From RM180 per cake plate
Be swooped away with more Italian design wonders with the new
IVV collection, Loto featuring masterful lines and shapes, drawing
inspiration from the beauty of a lotus flower. The diamante cheese
plate would make for an excellent housewarming gift or a fine
addition to your cheese and wine evenings. You can shop for IVV
glassware at Robinsons in Shoppes at Four Seasons Place.

TIFFANY & CO.

Material: Bone China
Price: From RM1,500 per five-piece set
What could be a better reminder of nuptial bliss than a Tiffany & Co dinnerware set? If you already have
the signature Color Block collection, then you could add the gorgeous Wheat Leaf collection featuring
Tiffany’s iconic motif. Pair this with the Hampton Flatware set for the most luxurious table setting and make
any soiree you host, memorable. Visit www.tiffany.com for more information
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VERSACE

Material: Porcelain
Price: From RM1,116 per plate
Got a glitz and glamour party coming up? Then you
need to arm your dinner table with these gorgeous
Le Règne Animal serving plates from Versace. Have
your guests enamored with the tasteful design that
showcases the regal stance of animals surrounded
by lush foliage and splashes of colour to invoke the
imagination of your guests.
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FASHION
& BEAUTY
NEWS

All the must-knows
and must-haves of
the month
BEST FOOT FORWARD

Puma has introduced the latest
CELL-Stellar sneakers for women.
Sporting an all-new silhouette,
the eye-catching pair of kicks
arrives in black and white colour
blocking with standout visible
CELL technology in vibrant hot
pink – pair them with mesh
socks and tight rolled jeans and
you’re perfect for the streets.
Sported by Cara Delevigne, her
refreshing bold style will lead
women to add a streak of cool
while they put their best foot
forward.

BY SARA YEOH

FASHION
WANDERLUST

FENDI IN SHANGHAI

East meets West in the Powerlong
Museum in Shanghai, where Fendi
celebrated the presentation of its
women and men’s Fall Winter 2019
collections with an exclusive and
memorable event, entitled ‘Roma in
Shanghai’. Looks of the collections
spiralled down the minimalist ramps
that circle the building’s interiors. By
presenting the two iconic collections,
FENDI celebrated Karl Lagerfeld’s
heritage, his unparalleled creativity
and 54 years of collaboration with
the Roman maison – the longest in
fashion history.

LUMINOUS BEAUTY

Laneige introduces the improved bestselling Water Bank Cream EX (RM155)
and Water Bank Essence (RM190),
reformulated with Green Mineral
Water, feeding the skin with minerals
and nutrients from six super vegetables
such as garden cress, brussel sprout,
and artichoke that aids in the process
of moisturising the skin. The formulas
are also newly packed with zinc,
manganese and copper, which act as
anti-oxidant agents, strengthening and
rejuvenating the skin barrier, so you
can build a healthy and hydrated skin
that glows from within.

Burberry’s pop up store in the heart of Nammos
Village, Mykonos

BURBERRY IN GREECE

Burberry has caught Mediterranean
winds and opened a pop-up store in
Nammos Village. The white and pistachio
interiors channel the spirit and attitude of
the fashion house’s redesigned flagship
store, 121 Regent Street in London. Until
October, fans of the brand can flock to
the picturesque village in Mykonos for the
Spring Summer 2019 collection entitled
‘Kingdom’ and the new Thomas Burberry
Monogram collection.
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SHIMMER SHIMMY

Inspired by Marc’s favourite music, Marc Jacobs Beauty has created the Enamored
Dazzling Gloss Lip Lacquer (RM113) in six super sparkling shades for maximum
shimmer and shine. Combined with the triple shine complex, these glosses create
an optical illusion of plumped lips that shine like 30 coats of lacquer. Marc Jacobs
Beauty Enamored Dazzling Lip Lacquer Lipgloss will be available in Sephora
stores and online from July 4.

Fendi’s first ever joint fashion show at the
Powerlong Museum, Shanghai.
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STUDIO 54

RAP STAR

Studio 54 club-goers defined fashion in the disco era
in bold shoulders, bright colours, statement jewellery, and lots of sequins
and metallics. After all, girls just want to have fun, right?

Gold chains and luxury logos scream ‘made it’ in hip hop culture. Elevate street
wear to flashy luxury, taking cues from rappers like A$AP Rocky or Migos.
BY SARA YEOH

BY SARA YEOH
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1. ROSANTICA Strobo gold-tone crystal clip earrings RM1,047 2. ALEXANDRE VAUTHIER One-shoulder sequinned crepe de chine mini dress
RM9,051 3. ATTICO Cutout sequined tulle bustier top RM1,895 4. NORMA KAMALI Marissa metallic swimsuit RM631
5. BIENEN-DAVIS 5am metallic crinkled-leather clutch RM6,539 6. HALPERN Asymmetric sequined tulle mini skirt RM5,401
7. JUNYA WATANABE Stretch-satin leggings RM798 8. SAINT LAURENT Paige metallic leather platform sandals RM5,272
9. JENNIFER BEHR Velvet hair tie RM316
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1. GUCCI Laminated jersey jacket RM6,710 2. GUCCI Tapered laminated track pants RM4,599
3. VERSACE Gold crystal medusa necklace RM7,384 4. DOLCE & GABBANA Logo engraved ring RM1,512
5. NUMEROOTTO Single breasted coat RM9,778 6. FENDI FF logo print sweatpants RM3,097
7. VERSACE Printed silk-twill shirt RM4,046 8. OFF-WHITE Off court sneakers RM1,934
9. RICK OWENS White & Black Larry Rick Sunglasses RM2,828
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PURPLE RAIN
Purple is sensual. Purple is mysterious. Purple is dramatic.
Empower the colour of purple in you through these beauty (hot) picks.
BY SARA YEOH

1

LA JUNG
La Jung is the newest, chicest anti-ageing and aesthetic clinic in
town. Pop in for a quick fix with its state-of-the-art technology
in glossy, sci-fi worthy interiors
BY SARA YEOH
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6

1. FENTY BEAUTY Killawatt Freestyle highlighter in Wattabrat, RM155 2. CHANEL Le Vernis longwear nail colour in 622 Violet Piquant, price
unavailable 3. HUDA BEAUTY Metallic Lipstick in After Party, RM100 4. URBAN DECAY All Nighter long lasting makeup setting spray, RM137
5. DIOR Diorshow 5 couleurs eye palette, RM254 6. BECCA First light priming filter, RM165 7. STILA Shimmer & Glow liquid eyeshadow in vivid
Amethyst, RM105 8. BY TERRY Mascara Terrybly in 4 Purple Success, RM201 9. MARC JACOBS BEAUTY Highliner gel eye crayon eyeliner
in 60 (Plum)Age, RM103 10. CLINIQUE Cheek Pop in Pansy Pop, RM89
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FOR THE YOUNG
Maintain your youthful beauty with a skin brightening treatment, a
combination that brightens, reduces pores, and evens out skin tone.
The treatment starts off with a Silk Peel Dermalinfusion, which uses
a 3-in-1 technology to simultaneously exfoliate dead skin, extract
skin congestions, and infuse hyaluronic acid for ultimate hydration.
Then, a numbing cream is applied to ensure minimum pain before the
Pico toning laser. And indeed, the laser graces the skin painlessly,
removing dark pigments and refining pores as it travels around the
face. After the laser session, a facial mask will be put on, as it soothes
and hydrates the skin. A Healite Therapy marks the end of the session.
A gentle, warm light that renews the skin through specific wavelengths
and that penetrates deep where needed. And just like that, you’ll be a
bright-faced beauty in no time.

FOR AGEING GRACEFULLY
Don’t let fine lines and sagging skin get between you and your dream
look (or age). In two steps, your skin will appear more luminous and
voluminous. Sylfirm helps to flatten out fine lines and wrinkles, as it
stimulates collagen production from deep within the dermis. Sylfirm
also works on several layers of the skin, from the deepest to the most
superfacial, compared to laser treatments that only target the surface
– giving longer lasting results (and youth). Combine this with a PRP
injection, an injectable treatment that uses your own platelet-rich blood
plasma to naturally prompt collagen and elastin production. This is
perfect for plumping up the skin around the eyes, as well as the face
and cheeks, décolletage and neck.
La Jung Anti-aging Clinic
L4A - 1 Level 4A, Shoppes at Four Seasons Place-KL No, 145,
Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
Tel : 03-2856 7616
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Before and After
the Magic

Derek Tan, Anagen’s director stylist

For the less adventurous like our features
writer Hiran, maintain your locks with the
salon’s 4-step treatment and a healthy hair
colour. Each step in the 4-step treatment
can be interchanged and customised to
suit your hair’s needs. So whether you
need some light hydration for your oily hair
or intensive treatment for extra-dry locks,
you’ll be good to go with this treatment.
After having this treatment done on my
bleached hair, the hair still feels soft after
a few washes. Maintenance for the hair
is a breeze after that, as I just use a blue
toning shampoo from MUK (available at the
salon) to preserve the beautiful colour, and
condition as usual. If you sport natural hair
or a dark hair colour like Hiran, continue to
care for your locks with Anagen’s own line
of organic herbal hair products at home.

ANAGEN
Make your hair as vibrant as the vibes here at Anagen
BY SARA YEOH

E

veryone dreams of a drastic hair
change once in a while – go purple,
silver, or shave half the head. Why
not? After years of staying in my comfort
zone of having brunette hair, I wanted
something lighter and brighter for an
exciting change. And what better salon to
visit than Anagen in SS2, Petaling Jaya –
a salon that embraces K-pop culture, an
industry studded with bright-haired and
perfectly-maned idols.
Occupying one of the aged terrace
houses opposite Poh Kong, the humble

white exterior of the salon may be easy to
miss at first. But once inside, the energy
of the salon uplifts you with its friendly,
chatty staff, dynamic K-pop tunes, and a
happy stream of customers. A scroll on
their Instagram, and you’ll find cheeky Tik
Tok videos of the clients’ hair makeovers,
which may or may not feature the salon’s
Tik-Tok famous, reflective vest-wearing
traffic coordinator and all-round fun
person Kyi Naing (pronounced Chi Nai) in
wigs and hair rollers. And it is these fun,
positive vibes that make us love Anagen
and the family so much.

The owner and head stylist, Derek (who
sports pink hair himself), styles countless
manes of models and celebrities
regularly (he is also the hair stylist
for our cover girl Shweta Sekhon this
month!). And with his advice, I was
going blonde with greyish-tones to it.
Admiring a lady with ashy-lavender hair
taking her ‘after’ pictures in the salon, I
couldn’t wait for my makeover to start.
After hours in the salon chair, I looked
like a doll with my new blonde locks
and bouncy curls that Derek gave me.

The rustic interior of Anagen

Trust the sense of style of these guys at
Anagen to give men’s hair a solid makeover
too. Their repertoire of men’s looks has
seen male clients from sporting romantic
long waves, Korean boy band-hair, to edgy
skinheads. Not to mention how good the
crazy hair colours look on them too. We
would definitely recommend boys to come
try out this salon.
FOR THOSE ON THE GO
Like a popular idol on a tight schedule,
you can beauty-multitask here at the salon
– getting a mani and pedi or eyelash
extension while you’re waiting for the hair
dyes or treatments to set in. The manicurist
Jess, upon seeing a picture of a black and
red gown that I was going to wear for an
event that weekend, gave me black and
white marble nails with pieces of shiny,
holographic adornment to match the look.
And for the feet, she gave me a classic
pedicure of glossy, burgundy toes that were
ready to strut into events and parties.
Marbled nail art adds a touch of class to any look
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THE LIFE OF YONG MUN SEN
The Father of Malaysian Painting
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

I

t’s quite impossible not to be immensely captivated by Yong Mun
Sen’s artworks. They possess a certain quality to them that draws
the viewers in and envelope them in the nostalgic landscapes,
seascapes and figures that were his habitual subjects. Dubbed as
the ‘Father of Malaysian Painting’, the late Yong Mun Sen, born on
Jan 10, 1896 was one of Malaysia’s pioneer artists. The country’s
art scene is as vibrant and diverse as it is today due to his pertinent
contributions. As one of the innovating self-taught artist, Yong left a
strong legacy of watercolour and oils.
The artist was born in a coconut estate in Kuching, Sarawak with the
forename of Yen Lang. He could have settled for a life of ease, taking
over the family business as a wealthy planter but he chose to answer
the call of art. Knowing full well that an artist’s fate was a journey of
toil, challenges and frustration for which there could never be real
compensation, he bravely accepted his destiny. In 1901, he travelled
to Taipu, in the Guangdong Province of China to attain a formal
education in the proper use of brush and calligraphy. Armed with
knowledge in art, he returned to his hometown in 1910.
EARLY YEARS
In 1910, Yong’s talent and interest in art piqued when he chanced
upon a Japanese artist painting using watercolours while treading
his family’s coconut and pepper plantation and thenceforth, he
became enamoured with that medium. Seeing Yong’s interest at that
opportune time, a neighbouring Dutchman presented him with a set
of watercolours which allowed him to experiment with the medium.

Unfortunately, despite his innate talent and beautiful works, his
career in art and photography did not gain him any success which
later prompted him to open an additional studio housed in an old
mansion in Northam Road. During this time, Yong, with burning
passion familiarised himself with the works of prominent European
artists through books, particularly those of Van Gogh and Gauguin.
Gauguin and his works spoke to Yong, which explains the strong
European influence on the development of his style, especially in his
oil paintings.

Yong Mun Sen’s Gallery was located at 436, Chulia Street on Penang Island
in the 60’s till early 70’s

In 1914, Yong went back to China and painted majestic pictures of
lions and tigers which were subjects much loved by the warlords of
the time. Two years later, he married 16-year-old Lam Sek Foong who
bore five children. The artist returned to Sarawak in 1917. A year
later, he was employed by a bookshop in Singapore and served at
a school bookshop counter. Living in Singapore sparked a fondness
and appreciation for its urban scene which he later illustrated in
numerous watercolours.
Back then, being an artist didn’t rake in enough money, hence, to
supplement his income, Yong worked at a bookshop and subsequently
opened a photography studio in Penang and most importantly, he
became a self-taught artist who dabbled in oil painting. He used
these spaces to showcase his works to the public.

In 1920, Yong was transferred to the branch in Carnarvon Street,
Penang. It was his first time in Penang; he saw the lovely island for
what it was and was captivated by its beauty and charm. It was
in 1922 when he decided to change his name from Yen Lang to
Yong Mun Sen and subsequently set up Tai Koon Art Studio in Chulia
Street, which was probably the first photographic studio in Penang.
He took up photography seriously, using a Leica and Rolleiflex and
executed some plaster-of-paris sculptures. Yong used the bookshop
as well as the photography studio to showcase his works to the
public. Eight years later, he moved his studio from Chulia Street to
Penang Road and renamed it Mun Sen Studio which soon became
a favourite meeting place for fellow artist-friends, namely Tay Hooi
Keat, Kuo Ju Ping, Khaw Sia, Lee Cheng Yong, Abdullah Ariff and
other pioneering Malaysian artists. He initiated the formation of the
Singapore Chinese Art Club the same year.

Resting, 1947
Watercolour on paper 26 x 37 cm
Private Collection

Around 1936, several celebrated Penang artists congregated and
in fruition, formed their brainchild, the Penang Chinese Art Club,
with Yong as the vice-president and Lee Cheng Yong as president,
Quah Kuan Sin secretary, Tay Hooi Keat treasurer and the committee
members being Kuo Juping, Tan Seng Aun, Tan Gek Khean and
Wan Fee. He became the president the following year. The artist
was also an integral part of the formation of Singapore Chinese
Art Club the same year. With the onset of the Second World War
in 1939, the Penang Chinese Art Club was disbanded, never to be
formed again. When the Japanese occupied Malaya from 1941 to
1945, for Yong, this was the most fruitless period of his life. He had
to resort to farming for the sake of survival but even then, the love for
art never wavered.

Penang Seascape with Kedah Peak, Undated
Oil on canvas 55 x 64 cm
Private Collection

Figure on a Bridge over a River amongst Trees, 1947
Watercolour on paper 26.5 x 37 cm
Private Collection

The streak of misfortune continued when his wife died in 1941. Soon
after, he remarried to the beautiful Yao Chew Mooi, the daughter of
Yao Swee Lum from Ipoh (a descendant of Kapitan China, Yap Ah
Loy). She eventually gave birth to four sons and two daughters. Postwar, Yong got back on his feet and delved into the art scene actively
and soon after, opened a photography studio in Penang Road in
1943.
Woodland, 1947
Watercolour on paper 27.5 x 37.5 cm
Private Collection
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ARTISTIC PROWESS
Despite Yong’s forte and heart being in landscapes in watercolour,
with Western impressionism, complemented by Chinese calligraphy
aesthetics, Yong garnered aficionados from the US, Australia and
the UK. When Yong came across a scene that spoke to his soul, he
would swiftly set up his easel and camp stool, equipped with a brush
in hand to relay it on the canvas. He did make frequent sallies into
oil and Chinese traditional brush painting with success but in the
watercolour medium, he excelled.
While Yong’s identification of his subjects’ struggles, included that of
fishermen in seaside villages, farmers in paddy fields and labourers
in plantations, historic architecture and tin mines took centre stage. A
smaller number of paintings dealt with figurative subjects. The artist’s
works reflected conscious attempts to integrate the Chinese artistic
spirit. The influence of Chinese art resulted in his compositions being
airier and more generalised in treatment, revealing a concern for
linear properties and surface design.

Village by the River, 1947
Watercolour on paper 26.5 x 36.5 cm
Private Collection

PORTRAIT OF A NYONYA PERANAKAN 1943
The studio that Yong Mun Sen opened up in Penang Road was
popularly patronised for studio photographs. In those days,
enlarged photographs needed a lot of delicate touching up
and Mun Sen’s artistic skills aided him greatly. The artist would
frequently paint portraits in a photographic matter with army
personnel and the affluent, Penang Baba and Nyonyas as his
subjects. His works were deemed true to life and exclusive. An
example of one of Yong’s portraiture works is the highly-coveted
and rarely seen in public, ‘Portrait of a Nyonya Lady’, a handpainted photograph taken at the artist’s photography studio which
was established in 1922. This painting is a historical testament
to this watercolour artist’s profession as a proficient commercial
photographer and his prowess. In this painting, Yong brilliantly
gave his audience a peek into the clientele he received during
that period, such as this lady, looking great in her Sunday best
and jewellery, as well as his keen eye in capturing the tones and
contours of her face. Henceforth, his works gained him popularity
and he became well known through his exhibitions in Malaya and
Singapore and also through foreign contacts in Britain, USA and
Australia.
In a posthumous retrospective exhibition in 1999 entitled ‘The Life
of Yong Mun Sen’, the guest curator then, Dr Tan Chong Guan
emphasised on Yong’s career as a painter as well as a photographer.
He elaborated that photography was relatively new in Penang at
the time and the artist picked up the art of photography for its
commercial potential. That said, it was undeniable that Yong’s
true love remained in painting. However far he strayed from the
medium, he eventually returned to it.
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Crossing the River, undated
Watercolour on paper 36 x 52.5 cm
Private Collection

Fishing Village, 1948
Watercolour on paper 36.5 x 54 cm
Private Collection

Harbour scene, 1948
Watercolour on paper 25.5 x 35.5 cm
Private Collection

Beach Hut, 1949
Watercolour on paper 25.5 x 35.5 cm
Private Collection

Portrait of a Nyonya Peranakan, 1943
Hand-painted photography / portrait 26 x 19 cm
Private Collection
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held at the same gallery in 1999. Yong’s
works will always hold a distinguished
place in Malaysian art, as they rightfully
deserve. His works are collected by
Australia’s Launceston Gallery, the
American Cleveland University and John
D. Rockefellar University, among others.
Yong Mun Sen left behind a remnant
of history for present and future art
enthusiasts to remember him by. The
great Xu Bei-hong (1895 - 1953), one
of the four pioneers of Chinese modern
art, described Mun Sen as “the most
outstanding figure in Malaysian art and
one of the few top artists in the tropics.”

Untitled, 1949
Watercolour on paper 38 x 56 cm
Private Collection

His conveyance grants viewers with an immaculate escape, a breath
of fresh air or to remind people to break away from the bustling life.
It is also evident in his landscape paintings that Yong did not depict
the details that made up a landscape, rather, through watercolour,
he illustrated light, harmonious colours, fluidity and a carefree
rhythm. The words serene and tranquil come to mind when viewing
Yong’s paintings. One can’t help but feel sombre at the same time
as he artistically captured the hardships and strife that his subjects
experienced. It was during the mid-thirties that the artist began
producing some of the most exceptional oil paintings of his lifetime.
The international contemporary art trend towards expressionism
finally caught up with him in 1949 and the subsequent exhilaration
bore fruition to a series of abstract watercolours with surrealist
undertone.
LATER YEARS
In 1955, a solo exhibition of Yong Mun Sen’s paintings were showcased
in aid of the Poay Cheng Public School Building Find. The following
year, he suffered from the first of several strokes. Undeterred by his
physical infirmity, he struggled on to paint. Although Yong was touted
as the first known painter and artist in Malaysian modern art, his
life in the later years was burdened with poverty, illness, depression
and despair. He died on Sept 29, 1962 from stomach cancer. Both
local and foreign patrons collected Yong’s watercolours, including
Malcolm MacDonald, the governor-general of British Malaya.
Penang Museum and Art Gallery honoured the ‘Father of Malaysian
Art’ with a posthumous Retrospective exhibition in 1999. In 1972,
the National Art Gallery of Kuala Lumpur organised a Mun Sen
Memorial Art Exhibition, followed by the Penang Museum and State
Art Gallery. 1998 was the year in which an exhibition remembering
Yong Mun Sen was held, titled, ‘Father of Malaysian Painting’ at
the Art Gallery in Penang. Next, a retrospective exhibition was
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Landscape with Bridge, 1953
Watercolour on paper 36 x 55 cm
Private Collection

Chinese Temple - Penang, 1949
Watercolour on paper 48 x 36 cm
Private Collection

Junk Sailing, 1947
Watercolour on paper 25 x 35 cm
Private Collection
Untitled, 1951
Watercolour on paper 37 x 54.5 cm
Private Collection

In a true Yong Mun Sen manner, the artist brought forth ‘Junk Sailing’, a pristine piece of work produced in 1947. The artist
didn’t stray far from his forte, watercolour, and through fluid, carefree motion, he breathed life into this work. This work is
minimalistic, drawing attention to the junk sail at its foreground and the landscape surrounding it. The piece was most likely
painted in Penang, a place that captivated Yong with its beauty and soon after became his muse. One can’t help but be bathed
in tranquillity viewing this painting, especially with the fact that a view such as the one in this painting can no longer be seen in
the Malaysian landscape and is beautifully documented in this masterpiece by the pioneer artist, Yong Mun Sen.
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An Interview with

Counsellor Silvia Marrara
Deputy Head of Mission, Embassy of Italy
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

YOU ARE ALSO AN AVID TRAVELLER. COULD YOU SHARE A
LITTLE ABOUT THAT?
From Penang to Johor, from east to west, I had traversed across
Malaysia except for Sandakan which I visited during the long
Raya holidays. I went to Sandakan with my family and we
went up the Kinabatangan River, enjoyed the sights of the
orang utan in the wild and even saw the proboscis monkeys
and crocodiles. We enjoyed the atmosphere and smell of the
forest. I also took the opportunity to visit Sarawak to meet with
the Iban tribe. We went to see the vestige of the headhunters
and long houses, and it was a fantastic experience. It allowed
us to perceive a different part of Malaysia. The cultural views
and beliefs between Penisular Malaysia and East Malaysia
are different. I believe travel helps us understand the place we
are in and the main aspects of the local culture. In fact, I think
that also helps with the work we do here.
WHAT IS THE MOST VITAL ASPECT OF BEING THE DEPUTY
HEAD OF MISSION?
Being in this position, you are practically involved in
everything from the political, commercial, consular to visa.
Fundamentally, whatever the embassy is working on from
supervision to promotional activities are things I would get
involved in. As the number two, I would be helping the
ambassador in promoting Italy and forging bilateral relations
with the country.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR TRANSITION FROM ITALY TO MALAYSIA.
I have been in Malaysia since 2015 and it has been quite a
smooth transition. I’ve always said to people that Malaysia is
an easy place to live in and adapt. Settling down here was
nice and there was hardly any kind of problems.
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COULD YOU TELL US THREE THINGS YOU WISHED YOU KNEW
BEFORE MOVING HERE?
The first thing I enquired about when I knew I was moving here was
on the school system and international school because I have two
daughters. Second thing was the services for any assistance I’d
need. Lastly, of course was accommodation. Honestly, everything
I needed was here. Finding the right accommodation was easy as
the choices are very wide, so it was just a matter of deciding which
area of the city would be the most convenient. In my case, working
in the embassy led to an obliged choice to live in the centre of the
city because of all the events and activities I would need to attend.
I do save some time by using my bike – a Scrambler Ducati 800.

WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT LIVING IN KUALA
LUMPUR?
Kuala Lumpur (KL) is quite versatile. So if I decide to keep my
European way of life in KL, I could do it. Practically, KL offers
you the possibility of conducting and living in Malaysia as
you want. Even if you are far away from home, KL has the
facilities to help you reproduce a lifestyle which is more or less
similar that of your home country.
OVER THE YEARS, THE ITALIAN EMBASSY HAS PLAYED AN
ACTIVE ROLE IN THE STUDENT TRANSFER PROGRAMMES
FROM MALAYSIA TO KUALA LUMPUR. WHAT ARE THE

COURSES WITH THE HIGHEST ENROLMENT?
We have recently renewed the contracts to award the best and
brightest Malaysian students to pursue higher education in
Italy. This has created the possibility of connecting directly with
top students. The most targeted sectors are in a certain sense
our pillars so we see a lot of students taking up engineering
and design courses. We also see a growing demand in Italian
language courses. Here, there is University Malaya that is the
only university which provides a degree in the Italian language.
The top students are usually sent to Italy to further master the
Italian language.
We are currently developing strong links with the local
universities to provide culinary education, hotel management
and other hospitality courses.
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE VIVERE ALL’ITALIANA?
Live the Italian Way. It means to enjoy and to commit to
things you do with a different attitude. It combines happiness,
commitment, humanity and style in an integrated way. This is
our formula for any event that we organise in the embassy.
COULD YOU SHARE ANY EXCITING PLANS OR ONGOING
PROJECTS BY THE EMBASSY?
There are quite a few events in our pipeline. Last year, we had
an exhibition of some of Caravaggio’s works in collaboration
with the National Art Gallery in Kuala Lumpur. This year, we
are concentrating on Leonardo. We will be getting digitally
reproduced artworks with the same dimensions to be exhibited
here in the National Art Gallery. From July to August, the
exhibition will be made available for everybody. So, this would
be a grand opportunity for those who didn’t have a chance to
see the Mona Lisa or any of Leonardo’s masterpieces. Under
the umbrella of Vivere all’Italiana, we will also be holding the
Italian Language Week in mid-October. We will be hosting
workshops and a special show by a London-based Italian
director who will help decode the Italian gestures in a comical
manner. The Italian Film Festival which comes before the Italian
Culinary Week is also part of our plans for the year-end.
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Premium King Room

Prego Interior

THE WESTIN KUALA LUMPUR
A Wholesome Vacation
BY HIRANMAYII AWLI MOHANAN

S

ometimes, you don’t need to leave
the city to enjoy a vacation. With the
abundance of five-star hotels in Kuala
Lumpur, a much-needed weekend staycation
at a five-star hotel can be achieved by
merely clicking a reservation button. That
was exactly how it came about at The Westin
Kuala Lumpur, a hotel that has stood firm and
unyielding for over 15 years and promises
more.
This magnificent establishment is perfectly
placed in the golden triangle, providing
guests with access to a plethora of
entertainment and retail therapy, a stone’s
throw away. For our two days of indulgence,
we did not venture into KL city but rather, took
full advantage of the Westin experience. If
we had one word to encapsulate this hotel, it
would spell home.
WELLNESS AT WESTIN
As an advocate of wellness, the Westin brand
stands by the rumination that guests can
enjoy some R and R, while abiding a healthy
lifestyle. With that in mind, this establishment
hosts a series of signature wellness
programmes to partake in throughout the
stay. This includes indulging in a wholesome
menu, including the exclusive Eat Well Menu
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dishes. Next, the Westin WORKOUT®
allows one to adhere to its fitness goals
and feel free to pack light because
Westin + New Balance presents guests
the opportunity to loan a top-to-toe New
Balance fitness gear. At the end of the day,
recuperate and immerse in a restorative
sleep in the world-renowned Heavenly
Bed®- an oasis of lush sheets, and patented
pillow-top mattress that will send you to a
dreamland in an instant.
GASTRONOMIC DELIGHT
No grumble dared to befall our stomachs
here. Dining options are aplenty, with
various cuisines to choose from. At Five
Sen5es restaurant, the culinary team
has introduced a brand new Cantonese
gastronomic menu that embodies an
extensive selection of bewitching dishes
such as Giant River Prawns with Crispy
Wanton and Honey-Glazed Baked Black
Cod. For a taste of Italy, Italian gourmets
might point you in the direction of Prego,
helmed by the passionate Chef Marco who
translates his love through his fare. Do
yourself a favour by trying their woodfired pizza made from sourdough to be
transported to Naples. Then, there is the
443 Bar Lounge, an alluring bar at the

lower lobby, rendering selections of fine wine,
top-shelf cigars, premium liquors and lipsmacking artisanal cocktails.
HOME AWAY FROM HOME
We stayed at the opulent Westin Suite, a
bounteous and cosy space that immediately
became our interior design inspiration.
The suite consists of a living area, a stylish
bedroom and marble-floored en suite
bathroom. The focal point of the room,
however, is the incredible bird’s eye view
of the sprawling city via floor-to-ceiling
windows. A palette of grey livened with a
subtle burst of colours kept the setting chic
and relaxed. While the in-room amenities
such as the USB ports and ubiquitously placed
mineral water could easily go unnoticed,
these contributed to an overall, wonderful
stay.
STELLAR SERVICE
The hallmark of hospitality, in our opinion, is
impeccable service – the professional team at
Westin Kuala Lumpur, with the genuine intent
to aid guests goes above and beyond to make
every guest’s stay a memorable one.
199, Bukit Bintang Street, Bukit Bintang,
55100 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2731 8333

ARTISTIC INHIBITIONS
Art adds beauty to the impressive building
here and there. You will be welcomed with an
enchanting light installation by Venezuelan
artist Claudia Bueno at the lobby’s ceiling,
where florals and corals are floating
and dancing as its colours change like a
chameleon. And in the hotel’s saline pool,
you will be swimming above a tiled artwork
by Yusof Ghani, which you will see in the
reflection of the ceiling mirrors as you float
on your back in the waters. Each floor also
features paintings from Ilham art gallery,
turning hallways into a display of artworks.
Art enthusiasts can also flock to this art
gallery located within the same building.
THE STAY
I checked into my one-bedroom suite that was
spacious (no hotel claustrophobia involved)
and bathed in a generous amount of sunlight,
thanks to the floor-to-ceiling windows. The
living area is fitted with a kitchenette that
comes equipped with an energy-efficient
induction stove, fridge and dishwasher –
perfect for extended stays.

Saline Pool

One can expect to unwind completely in the
tub of its glossy marbled bathroom. After a
hot bath, jump into their signature heavenly
bed, which is exactly what it is, as I snoozed
the night away instantly in the fluffy whites.
In the morning, the ample sunlight that shines
into the room is ideal for sun salutations.
Otherwise, energise in their fully-equipped,
24-hour gym, or jump on a bike to explore
the city with their Bike Lending Program.
My favourite part of the stay was in the
evening, when I dived in for a sunset swim in
the saline pool, with a view of the orange city
skyline.

Concierge Area

ELEMENT KL
Where Green Living and Wellness Meet Art
BY SARA YEOH

T

he hotel industry is notorious for its
impact on the environment, thanks
to wasteful practices and oblivious
guests. But when staying at the Element
KL, you don’t have to worry about your
contribution to earth pollution, as they
announce themselves as an eco-conscious
hotel with a GBI (Green Building Index)
certification.
Focused on smart living and inspired by
art, guests can experience the element of
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being alive and well when staying at the
Element KL.

filtered water taps in all the rooms to
eliminate the need for plastic water bottles.

GREEN INITIATIONS
From the rooms to the architecture, green
is the motive when it comes to the design
– zigzag steel beams to harvest rainwater,
indoor CO2 monitors to control air quality,
and large UV-filtered window panels to
reduce the need for lights during the day.
But perhaps the most impressive initiative
by the Element KL is installing NSF-certified

What is good for the environment is
ultimately good for you too. Their indoor
saline pool is amazing not just for the use
of less chemicals, but for your hair and skin
too. In the bathroom, the shampoos and
body lotions are made with organic and
premium plant-based ingredients for you
(and the earth) to rejuvenate naturally.

TRACE RESTAURANT & BAR
Rise with the sun at Trace, with wholesome
granolas and fruits, and freshly squeezed
juices and smoothies, and a view of the
Petronas Twin Towers (how ‘bout that?). For
lodgers who have more calories to spare,
their freshly baked assorted pastries with a
sip of coffee will start your day right. For
the truly Malaysians, their selection of Asian
food like nasi and curries, steamed dim sum,
or clear noodle soup cooked on the spot will
satisfy you.

Studio Skyline Twin

At night, treat yourself to a feast at their
buffet. Hop from the BBQ and grill stations
to the round trays of western and eastern
selections, or wait for their meat trolleys to
come to you for some tender beef briskets.
And with vegetarian options like vegetable
lasagne and truffled mushroom soup, there
will be something to please everyone.
Something special awaits at Trace every
weekend that is their Arteastry Hi-Tea, where
the chef turns your table into a delectable
piece of dessert art as you dive into some
fresh scones, macaroon and many more.

TRACE Restaurant & Bar

Ilham Tower, 8, Jln Binjai, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2771 3388
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The History of Whoo - The Royal Heritage Exhibition
The Royal Heritage Exhibition offered an
opportunity for Malaysians to discover South
Korea’s ancient beauty secrets and experience
the remarkable skincare products that are fit for
royalty.
The event was held from June 17 to 23, 2019
at the Centre Court, Pavilion KL with interactive
booths from personalised scented pouch, lipstick
engraving, hand therapy to calligraphy.
The History of Whoo is considered a harmony
of modern science and oriental herbal medicine
that was used in the royal court only for the
queen. At the event, products of Whoo along
with tasteful museum displays showcase the
grandiose elements the brand is known for.
You can get your hands on the beloved South
Korean brand from Zalora and at Parkson
Gurney, Parkson Pavilion KL, Parkson Imago,
Aeon Mid Valley, Aeon Tebrau, Aeon One
Utama and Isetan KLCC.

Eucerin Ultrawhite+ Spotless Launch

Who wouldn’t want a complexion that
is better toned and be rid of dark spots?
Recently, renowned skincare brand,
Eucerin® launched its UltraWHITE+
Spotless range which offers a safe, gentle
and effective solution to diminish dark
spots in only 4 weeks!
At the launch, twins Avril and Cathrine
who were selected to put Eucerin®
UltraWHITE+ SPOTLESS to the test,
reported significant improvements, with
dark spots dramatically reduced and
fairer, more glowing skin.
For more information on the entire
Eucerin® UltraWHITE+ SPOTLESS
skincare range, log on to
www.eucerin.my
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Cheers To Charity: Remy Cointreau Hosted Negroni Week 2019 In Malaysia
Campari, Italy’s iconic red apéritif,
and Imbibe Magazine have allied once
again for the seventh year to showcase
Negroni Week 2019 – a celebration of
the iconic and historic Negroni cocktail.
Created by Imbibe, Negroni Week
is an international charity initiative
that took place from June 24 to 30,
2019 in bars, restaurants and retailers
around the world with the common
goal of raising money for charitable
initiatives. And this year was even more
special, as 2019 marks the 100-year
anniversary of the Negroni: #N100.
Campari is The Red Heart of Negroni
Now a globally-beloved contemporary
classic, the Negroni cocktail has been
voted as the second most popular
cocktail in the world and is listed on the
prestigious IBA Official Drink List.

Recipe ingredients:
• 3 cl. Campari
• 3 cl. Sweet Red Vermouth (Campari
recommends 1757/Cinzano)
• 3 cl. Bulldog Gin

Recipe instructions:
• Pour all ingredients directly into a low
tumbler filled with ice
• Stir gently
• Garnish with half an orange slice

HP Reinvents Technology for the Senses with Spectre Folio & Tango X
HP Malaysia has announced the arrival
of the highly anticipated Spectre Folio,
the world’s first leather convertible PC
and Tango X printer, the first smart home
printer in Malaysia. The products are the
latest addition to the brand’s array of
personal systems and printing portfolios.
HP also unveiled an enhanced lineup of new printing and personal
system products, designed to cater to
Malaysians’ evolving home, work and
lifestyle needs. For personal systems,
these include an enhanced line-up of
Envy and Pavilion laptops, which boast
the latest cutting-edge features. The HP
OMEN 15, an ultra-thin portable gaming
powerhouse from HP’s gaming portfolio,
was also unveiled at the event. Under
the print segment, the new OfficeJet and
OfficeJet Pro series promise best-in-class
security with improved features to ensure
user data and document privacy.
More information on HP Inc. is available
at http://www.hp.com.
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Tel: 03-6201 6553
Tel: 03-6211 7877

Tel: 03-2691 6599

/ 2430 / 2431
03-2179 8082

03-2782 3875

KOPENHAGEN COFFEE

Vista Kiara, 3, Jalan Kiara, Mont
Kiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-6211 6363

CEDAR ON 15

Impiana KLCC Hotel, Kuala Lumpur
City Center Level 15, Club Tower, 13,
Jalan Pinang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur
03-2147 1111
4, Jln Delima,kl

Tel: 03-2782 3800

03-2148 8744

Sheraton Imperial Hotel
Centre
Tel: 03-8949 6288

03-2614 8056
03-2771 6773
Tel: 03-2142 6636

03-4280 5666

The Resort Cafe
03 - 7495 2009 . Lobby Level,
Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa
*Pork-Free Restaurant

Ampang Water Front

Eight Gourmets Gala (EGG)
017 948 8684 . Suite G-01,
Ground Floor, Pinnacle Annexe,
Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway,
47500, Selangor

Jasons Food Hall
is a favourite with shoppers, as it
offers an extensive range of fresh and
international food brands.
10am - 10pm daily.

03-2143 1128
Pavillion
Tel: 03-5633 2530

Jalan Bukit Bintang

03-8946 2333

Tel: 03-2697 9312
012-399 0734

10am - 10pm dayly

03-2333 1360

Tel: 03-2786 9333

03-7490 3838
Tel: 03-7730 0333

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

Tel: 03-2117 3111

KL’s Best Bar

Tel: 03-2697 7662
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Bar Trigona
145, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur,
50450 Kuala Lumpur
+603-2382 8670

The Roof
1 First Avenue Bandar Utama,
Petaling Jaya
+60 3-8605 3388

Mr Chew’s Chino Latino
The Penthouse, Wolo Hotel,
Corner of Jalan Bukit Bintang and
Jalan Sultan Ismail, Kuala Lumpur
+60 3-4065 0168

Mantra bar
Rooftop Bangsar Village II.
+60 17-344 8299
Marinis on 57
Level 57, Menara 3 Petronas,
Persiaran KLCC.
+60 3-2386 6030
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Tamarind Springs
03-4256 9300 . Jalan 1 Taman
Tun Abdul Razak, Ampang
Halal . Fine Dining

The Majestic Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5 Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin, 50000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
03-2785 8000
www.majestickl.com

The St. Regis Kuala Lumpur
03-2727 1111 . Jalan Stesen Sentral 2,
Kuala Lumpur Sentral . From RM850

Tatsu Japanese Restaurant
03-2782 6118
Ampang Park
InterContinental Hotel
Halal . Casual Dining . C9
Raja Chulan
Kokufu
Sri Pan Pacific KL
Nobu Kuala Lumpur
03-2164 5084 . Menara 3 Petronas
Persiaran KLCC . Fine Dining
Fukuya Restaurant
03-2144 1022 . 9, Jalan Delima,
Imbi, Kuala Lumpur . Casual Dining
Haru Japanese Restaurant
03-2011 8783 . 124A, Jalan Kasah,
Medan Damansara . Casual Dining

Yuzu
03-2284 7663 . The Gardens,
Mid Valley City . Casual Dining

03-2782 6000
03-20201708

Tao (chi)

Sofitel Kuala Lumpur Damansara
03-2720 6688 . 6, Jalan Damanlela,
Bukit Damansara, 50490 Kuala Lumpur
. From RM330-RM820 . www.sofitelkualalumpur-damansara.com

03-2718 6868

Hotel Capitol Kuala Lumpur
03-21437000 . Jalan Bulan Off
Jalan Bukit Bintang
. www.capitol.com.my
Seri Pacific Hotel Kuala Lumpur
03-4042 5555 Jalan Putra PWTC
Zende (Int’l), Kokufu (Jap), lounge to Chereza
From RM198++ to RM3,000 B5
www.seripacifichotel.com
Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234 Jalan Pinang
KLCC JP Teres (Malaysian),
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

03-2020 5499

03-2267 1111

Philea Mines Beach Resort

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral
Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails &
Snacks) From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA
03-8787 3333

.

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill,
Palmz Lounge (Wn) From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6
Restaurant (Int’l) From470+

.

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the official residence of Malaysia’s king since
Nov 11, 2011. Influenced by both Islamic and traditional Malay architecture,
this unique structure is the latest addition
to the country’s architectural wonders.
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03-2162 2233

Makana Restaurant
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MUSEUMS
03-2331 7007

TO

03-2274 6542

ADVERTISE

6.00pm . F4
03-2693 0191

03-2094 1222

Berjaya Times Square Theme Park
1 Jalan Imbi, Level 5 & 7, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2117 3118
Sunway Lagoon Theme Park
3 Jalan Pjs 11/11, Bandar Sunway,
Petaling Jaya . Tel: 03-5639 0000

Craft Complex
03- 2164 8344
Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •
Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik
printing and pottery from the 13 states
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily.
• E9 FREE

Telekom Museum
03-2031 9966
Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan
• Displays interesting exhibits of
telephones and evolution of their
designs over the years.
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays
• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad Building
Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan
Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and
heritage building is well known for its
Moghul architecture dating back to
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme
Court. • E5

PETRONAS Twin Towers
03- 2615 8188
KLCC • KL City Centre • The
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is
open to visitors between 9am-7pm
daily, closed on Monday • D8

03-2267 1111

Genting Highlands Theme Park
Genting Highlands Resort
Tel: 03-2718 1118
District 21
Level 1, IOI City Mall, Putrajaya
Tel: 03-8328 8888

IN
THIS
SPACE

03-2092 1150

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children
3 to 12 years old

CONTACT:

B ARATHAN AMUTHAN
PHOTOGRAPHER
+60 12-244 6797
IG : framesbybarathanamuthan
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KL Lifestyle
31 Jalan Utara,
46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor,
Malaysia
Tel: +603 7932 0668
Email: info@mediate.com.my
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Imbi Plaza
Fahrenheit88
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Pudu Plaza
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Star Cinema
Star Hill
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Sungei Wang Plaza
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Sunway Putra Mall
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Grand Seasons Hotel
Hotel Equatorial
Kuala Lumpur
Hotel Maya
Hotel Grand Olympic
Kuala Lumpur
Hotel Istana
Hotel Malaya
Hotel Maluri
Hotel Midah
InterContinental
Kuala Lumpur
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Hotel Putra
JW Marriott Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
Lodge Paradise Hotel
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Kuala Lumpur Hilton
Kuala Lumpur International Hotel
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4C Shangri-La Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
3B Sheraton Imperial
Kuala Lumpur

5B Sucasa Service Apartments
3D Swiss-Garden Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
3D Swiss-Inn Kuala Lumpur
4D The Coronade Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
2A Sunway Putra Hotel
2A The Seri Pacific Hotel
Kuala Lumpur
2B The Plaza Hotel Kuala Lumpur
4D The Regency Kuala Lumpur
5D The Ritz-Carlton
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4C Malaysia Tourism Centre (MTC), 109 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur.
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Stesen KL Sentral, 50050 Kuala Lumpur. Tel: 03-2274 3135

Road / Jalan ............ J.
Lane / Lorong .......... L.
River / Sungai .......... Sg.
Village / Kampung ... Kg.

Getting around in Kuala
Lumpur is easy. The transit
systems are efficient, taxis
are plenty and buses are
cheap. The public transportation usage peak hours
are from 7am to 9am and
4.30pm to 6.30pm during
the working days.

Klang Valley Rail Transit Map

By Transit systems

The KL monorail and LRT coaches
are air-conditioned and comfortable
and run from 6am to midnight. The
systems are connected to each other
at several points and the network covers most parts of the city. Fares range
from RM0.90 to RM2.80 per single
journey.

By Taxis

Taxis are easily available at hotels
or at taxi stands. Fares start at RM3
for the first kilometre and RM0.25 for
every 115 metres thereon. There is a
50% surcharge on the metered fare
from midnight to 6am and a baggage
charge of RM2 per piece stored in the
boot. There is also an additional RM1
for 3rd passenger (maximum 4 in a
car). For an extra charge of RM2, you
can book a taxi by phone.

By Ecovans

Ecovans can accommodate up to 5
passengers. They serve mainly guests
at major hotels and follow the fare
structure of taxis but charge RM4
instead of RM2 for the first kilometre.

By Buses

Buses serve all parts of Kuala Lumpur
with fares beginning from RM1.
Some hotels also offer free bus shuttle
services to major shopping malls in
the city.

KL Hop-on/Hop-off Bus
Service

Links you to 40 attractions around
the city with 22 designated stops.
8.30am to 8.30pm. Ticket: RM38
with discounts for locals, senior
citizens, students and children.
03-2691 1382

GETTING TO THE AIRPORT

COACHES TO KLIA AND/OR LCCT

KLIA Ekspres: The journey takes
about 28 minutes from KL Sentral and
another 3 minutes to KLIA2. The fare
is RM55 per person per way. There is
also check-in facility at KL Sentral for
some airlines.

•
•
•
•

Taxi: The fare from the city
centre to
the airport is RM90 – RM120 per
taxi.
Eco Transit: Eco Transit can
accommodate up to 5 adults and has
a fixed fare of RM130/ trip.
Limousine: Can be arranged
with the hotel concierge and fare
range from RM100 – RM200.

Airport Coach - +603-6203 3067
Sky Bus - +6016-217 6950
Aerobus - +603-3344 8828
The Star Shuttle - +603-4043 8811

TRANSPORTATION
Air Travel

• Kuala Lumpur International Airport
+603 8776 2000
• Klia2
+603 8778 5500
• Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah Airport
+603-7845 3245

Domestic Airlines

• MAS +603-2161 0555
• MAS Reservation Number
+603-8890 3702
• AirAsia +603-2171 9333

• FireFly +603-7845 4543
• Malindo Air +603-7841 5388

Rail

•
•
•
•
•

KL Sentral 03-2274 7435
KLIA Ekspres 03-2267 8000
KTM 03-2267 1200
Rapid KL 03-7885 2585
KL Monorail 03-2273 1888

•
•
•
•
•

Galaxy Asia 012-368 0117
AVIS +603-5885 2300
ORIX Auto +603-9284 7799
Eazy Peezy +6011-1166 6545
WS Rent-A-Car 03-4256 6999

Car Rental

Taxis

• Sunlight Cab +603-9200 1166
• Public Cab +603-6259 2929
• MyTeksi +601-300-80-5858

• Saujana Teksi +6011-1929 0976
• Grab Malaysia +601-300-80-5858

Emergency Services

• KL Tourist Police (24 hours)
03-2166 8322
• Police & Ambulance
999 or 112 (mobile phones)
• Fire & Rescue 994
• KL City Council 03-2691 6011

Tourism Offices

• Ministry Of Tourism Malaysia
+60 3-2161 5161
• Pusat Pelancongan Malaysia (MATIC)
+60 3-9235 4827
• Tourism Malaysia +603-8891 8000
• Melaka +60 6-288 1549
• Putrajaya Tourism Malaysia State Office
+60 3-2615 8188

03 2276 7000

